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 The goal of this issue is to produce a set of three teenage Supremes that are about to learn that 

power comes with the price. You may enter as many Supreme trios as you want. The more detailed 

the description, the higher your chances of winning.  

We’ll be looking first at the background and powers, possibly artwork, then the rules. You are 

welcomed to provide all of above or leave out some. Mind that the box content must come from one 

entry – we are looking for a coherent team. 

Your entries should follow the brief: 

� Gender: At least one female on the team. 

� Levels: Team Level of 4 or 5, they must be fieldable on their own 

� Allegiance: Heroes, new three-strong sub-faction (possibly with a rule for having all 3 in the 

team, synergies welcomed). 

� Race: At least 2 humans, potentially an exotic team member 

� Powers: Any mix suitable for forming a team (for instance, brick+blaster+speedster, or 

powerhouse+telekinetic+weapon master) 

� Attitude: Synergy, spandex, innocence, cocky/arrogant, careless, possibly a Supreme girls 

band, TV casting stars, children of famous Supremes from the past days, spawns of the 

military project, high school for mutants . 

 

SUPREME GENESIS ISSUE 3: NEW MUTANT KIDS ON THE BLOCK 

1. Ball Boy, Infirmary, 4-Eyes 

2. Team GP: Mercedes, Joyride, Velocity 

3. Purple Moon Trio: JJ, Mood, Sugar 

4. Pulp City Varsity: Mascot, The Squad, Striker 

5. Agents of Wrath: Barricade, T.J., Shockwave 

6. Mirage, Superiority, Drama Queen 

7. Texas Trio: Texas Twister, Roughhouse, Billy 

8. Nuclear Atoms: Neutronis, Protona, Electronin 

9. Paper, Rock, Scissors 

10. Riding School: Ken, Tori, Roy 

11. The Capgras: Dopp, Germaine, Elgan 

12. UFO Enthusiast Club: Alya, Kenta, and Jirou 

13. Drama Queen, Waterworks, KIT-EH 
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ENTRY 1 

BALL BOY, INFIRMARY, 4-

EYES 
Ball Boy Level 1  
Damage: 9 
AP: 4 
Skills: Thick Bones, Annoying 
Absorb 2, Immovable 

 
“Would you like some brownies Ricky?  They 

are fresh, just out of the oven.” a voice called out 

from the kitchen. 

  

“Sure. That would be great Mom.” A boy called 

back walking in the front door, backpack over his 

shoulder and a baseball glove in his hand.  He 

knew she would have to leave for work soon.  

Ricky’s mother worked three jobs just to keep a roof over their 

heads.  When she was worried she baked goodies for her son, and it 

seemed like she was always worried anymore. 

  

Ricky and his mother came to Pulp City from Cuba when he was 

only 5 years old.  She had almost no education and had to work 

multiple jobs to just to make ends meet.  It was all so her little boy 

could have a better life.  Ricky tried to pitch in.  He had a newspaper 

route and he tried to give chip in to help pay the bills.  But his mother 

insisted he should be a kid and forget about such things.  “There will 

be plenty of time to worry when you’re a grown up,” she would say 

in a thick accent.  Then she would send him down the street to the 

little used books and comic book shop.  “Go buy something to read,” 

she’d say.  That’s how he discovered the magical world of super 

heroes. 

  

Besides comic books, Ricky’s greatest love was baseball.  He 

watched baseball on TV, listed to it on the radio, and read all of the 

statistics in the papers.  Unfortunately his love for baseball did not 

translate to talent playing the game.  When the neighborhood kids got 

together to play stickball, he would never be chosen for either team.  

The kids would just call him the “ball boy.”  Ricky Alvarez was a 

heavyset kid.  He was a plump youth who never did especially well in 

gym class.  But that would change….. 

  

One August night, Ricky and his best friends Wally and Sarah were 

having a campout on the roof of his apartment building.  The three of 

them were reading comic books by flashlight and eating cookies that 

Ricky’s mother had baked.  They heard a screech in the air and then 

BANG!  A flash engulfed them and their makeshift tent was blown 

aside.  All three kids were covered with a bright glowing green dust 

that quickly sunk into their skin.  They had no idea what happened. 

  

The next day on his walk to the comic book shop Ricky was 

subjected to his regular harassment by the local 13 year old bully.  As 

if it were part of a normal ritual, the bully pushed him around and 

called him names.  The odd thing today is that when the bully pushed 

him to the ground, Ricky bounced right back onto his feat, and it 

didn’t hurt.  The bully then punched Ricky in the stomach and it 

didn’t hurt either.  Ricky just bounced back and stayed on his feat.  

Out of frustration, the bully uttered a curse word and stomped off.  

Ricky read enough comic books to know something had changed. 

  

That afternoon he learned that his friends also had subtle changes 

after their bizarre evening encounter.  And the kids knew just what to 

do.  They were going to fight back for all of the little guys like them.  

After being left out by all of the other kids, this was their special 

team…  The Just-Us Kids!  Ricky and his friends knew they had 

work to do and costumes to wear.  Each chose an underdog name and 

Ricky, with his new bouncy powers and superhuman agility, would 

become known as the Ball Boy! 

  

[Ball Boy is a plump kid wearing an old fashion pinstripe baseball 

uniform.  He wears a baseball cap with eye mask underneath.  He 

carries a single baseball autographed by one of his favorite baseball 

players.  His powers include superhuman agility and a body that is a 

bouncy mass nearly immune to any bully’s fist.] 
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BALL BOY ABILITIES 
 

Powerball (I vs I / AP 4) 

Move Ball Boy up to 8” in a straight line making an opposed roll versus 
each model passed.  If Ball Boy begins Powerball in base-to-base with a 
friendly supreme with STR trump trait, models damaged are knocked 
down. 
 

Dead Weight (F vs I / AP 2) 

Model damaged becomes Burdened until Ball Boy is no longer in base-to-
base. If target model makes a movement action, Ball Boy may move with 
the model and may be placed anywhere in base-to-base after the 
movement has ended. 
  
Dribble (I /AP 1) 

For one round, Ball Boy ignores flight counters when determining the 
base-to-base condition and also ignores difficult terrain. 
  
Bounce Back (I vs. G / AP 1) 

Ball Boy may move 2” before slamming into his enemy.  Bounce Back 
may be treated as held after resolving a STR attack from an enemy model 
that targeted him. 
  
Team Power: Extra Bouncy 
Before resolving Absorb, Ball Boy may ignore up to half the damage done 
to him by a STR or ENG action.  For each 1 point of damage ignored, 
move him 1” directly away from the attacker.  Ball Boy may always move 
through other models and moveable terrain features.  He always ignores 
free strikes. 
  
Autographed Baseball (Ball Boy Exclusive Resource) 
Level 1 - Personal / One Use Only 
The Game-Winning Pitch… (PR Energy vs. Agility/ Range 6 / AP 2) 
Ball Boy has an Energy 5 Trump Trait for this attack.   
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Infirmary Level 2 
Damage: 12 
AP: 6 
Skills: Immune: Aftershocks, 
Regenerate 3 

 
Wally Davis was always sickly.  Even as a baby 

he always had the sniffles or some other illness.  

He was the youngest of 8 boys and was little for 

his age by most anyone’s standards.  He seemed 

to have a chronic something.  If he wasn’t 

sneezing, he had a migraine headache.  If not a 

headache, then he had nausea or a weird rash or 

vertigo.  His family lived on the poor side of 

town and they did not have good access to medical care.  His 

Grammy, the matriarch of the family, always said that there was 

nothing a bowl of chicken noodle soup could not cure.  The truth 

was that Wally had a weak immune system and caught every cold 

or flu that went through Pulp City.  He lived with a perpetual 

illness. 

  

Wally met his best friend Ricky in gym class.  They had plenty of 

time to get to know one another while waiting to be picked last for 

every conceivable team activity.  They became fast friends and 

spent many afternoons together at Ricky’s small apartment where 

they would watch television and read comic books.  Wally loved 

reading comics.  In that world people did not get sick.  He 

especially loved the heroes who could take a beating but never give 

up.  They became his role models. 

  

One night in August during summer vacation, Wally went over to 

Ricky’s for a campout on the roof of Ricky’s apartment building with 

their friend Sarah.  The three of them were reading comics by 

flashlight when they heard a screech in the air and then BANG!  A 

flash engulfed them and their makeshift tent was blown aside.  All 

three kids were covered with a bright green glowing dust that quickly 

absorbed into their skin.  They had no idea what happened. 

  

The next morning was uneventful.  Wally had breakfast with Ricky 

and Sarah, some eggs that Ricky’s mother had cooked the night 

before.  Then Wally went home to do chores at his apartment.  It was 

well after lunchtime when Wally’s brother George said, “You feeling 

alright Wally?” 

  

“I guess so. Why?” Wally asked. 

  

“I haven’t heard you hack, cough, or sneeze all morning.  I wanted to 

make sure you’re still alive.” George joked and left the room.  That is 

when Wally realized he hadn’t felt ill since the flash of light and the 

glowing dust the night before.   He felt healthy, fit, and strong.  

Something weird was going on.  He felt fantastic! 

  

Wally went right back to Ricky’s place, but his friend wasn’t home.  

Wally could only guess that Ricky had gone to the comic book shop 

down the street.  On the way Wally saw the neighborhood bully that 

always pushed him down in gym class and called him a runt.  “Man, I 

hate that kid,” he thought.  That instant the bully puked up his lunch 

started to sway back and forth as if he were going to fall over.  “I 

couldn’t have done that, could I?” Wally thought, and just as quickly 

the discomfort in the bully stopped.  Wally had the ability to make 

others feel sick, just like he used to suffer.  Wally had read enough 

comic books to know what he must do… 

  

The three kids had each been given a gift that night.  They knew it 

was for a reason.  Why did it happen to them?  They were the 

weakest most frail and unfit heroes in the fifth grade.  But maybe 

THAT was why.  Maybe the underdogs needed real heroes.  The cool 

kids and athletes had their heroes.  Maybe it was time for the other 

kids to get some role models.  Wally, Ricky, and Sarah each selected 

a name based off of their old weaknesses or taunts.  Wally became 

Infirmary – the place he would never need to go again and the place 

where he would send the bullies and evildoers who preyed upon the 

weak of Pulp City. 
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INFIRMARY ABILITIES 
 

Coughing Fit (Pr J vs K / Rng 8 / AP 2) 

Models suffering damage reduce their AP by 2. 
 

Vertigo (PR J vs K / Rng 8 / AP 3) 

A model that loses the opposed roll does not suffer damage but suffers 
Vertigo.  Until the end of the round, each time the model attempts to make 
a movement action they roll a d6.  On a 5 or 6 they are knocked down 
instead of making the movement action.  AP’s are spent, but the model 
does not make the movement action.   
  
Nausea (Pr J vs K / Rng 6 / AP 3) 

If damaged, the target model may not be activated until all other eligible 
supremes in the enemy team have activated at least once. 
  
Itchy Rash (F vs I / AP 1) 

Model damaged may not Power Up and must pay double AP for Strike 
actions.  The target only suffers half the damage after the roll and all skills 
are applied. 
 

Team Power – Healing Aura  
Friendly models within 1” do not suffer Aftershocks.  Friendly models 
within 2” gain Regenerate 1.  Friendly sub-faction models within 3” gain 
Regenerate 2. 
  
Motivational Speech (Infirmary Exclusive Resource) 
Level 1 - Personal / One use only 
Infirmary gives a rousing call to a fallen comrade to never give up and 
never let the “bad guys” win! Use at the end of the round just before 
beginning the next round.  Remove 3 damage points from one 
Incapacitated model within 4” of Infirmary. 
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4-Eyes Level N/A 
Damage: N/A 
AP: N/A 
Skills: N/A 

 
Sarah Bellum always sat in the front row of class.  

It wasn’t her fault.  It was not like she wanted to 

call attention to herself.  She just couldn’t read the 

chalkboard from the back of the room. 

  

Sarah wore thick bottle-cap glasses that were way 

too large for her face.  The glasses were 

prescription, but not her own.  They were handed 

down from her grandmother.  Sarah’s father was a 

cab driver and the two of them simply never had 

the money to get her a real pair of glasses that fit and properly 

corrected her vision.  But Sarah was never the type to complain.  

  

Sarah loved to read.  She was extremely near-sighted and could see 

well enough to read if she buried her head deep in a book.  The kids 

in her class always made fun of her for being such a bookworm.  

They called her four-eyes and made fun of her glasses that were very 

thick and way too large.  As soon as school ended each day she 

would disappear to the used book and comic book shop a few blocks 

from her apartment.  The owner was a sweet old gentleman who let 

her sit on a stool in the corner and read, even though she couldn’t 

afford to buy anything.   

  

It was at the comic book store that she met her only two friends in the 

world, Ricky Alvarez and Wally Davis.  The three of them would 

read comic books and talk about super heroes.  They all lived in the 

same neighborhood and shared a common experience as outcasts, the 

unpopular kids. 

  

One August night the three kids had a campout on the roof of Ricky’s 

apartment building.  The three of them were reading comics by 

flashlight when they heard a screech in the air and then BANG!  A 

flash engulfed them and their makeshift tent was blown aside.  All 

three kids were covered with a bright green glowing dust that quickly 

absorbed into their skin.  They had no idea what happened.  

  

The next morning the kids ate breakfast together and Wally and 

Sarah went home.  It seemed like a bright beautiful day in Pulp City.  

The colors were more vibrant than Sarah recalled the day before.  

Maybe it was cloudy yesterday… 

  

When she got home her father looked panicked and asked, “Sarah, 

what happened to your glasses?” 

  

“Nothing happened to them, Dad.” She said as she reached up to 

adjust them… But they were gone.  She wasn’t wearing glasses at all 

and could see everything crystal clear!  She must have forgotten them 

at Ricky’s. 

  

Her father got in the cab and drove them to fetch the glasses.  

Halfway there her father spotted a faire waiving from the curb.  He 

never missed the opportunity for an extra faire.  Sarah though she 

saw something - a gun inside the man’s coat.  But how could she? 

The coat was buttoned closed.  The man got in the car and gave an 

address.  After a few blocks the man pulled out a revolver and 

demanded all of the cabbie’s money.  Out of instinct Sarah stared 

intently at the gun.  In a moment it was so hot the man was forced to 

drop it and jump from the cab.  Sarah’s father never understood 

exactly what happened. 

  

Sarah soon learned that her friends too had been changed, given 

special gifts.  It must have been for a reason.  Each of the kids 

selected a name based off of their old weaknesses or taunts.  Sarah 

became 4-Eyes, the young heroine with glasses.  The group of outcast 

misfits formed The Just-Us Kids to fight for the little guy in a world 

of bullies!  

  

[4-Eyes is a little girl with shoulder-length hair.  Her face is partially 

covered by oversized giant goggles with two pairs of lenses.  The 

front of her costume has the letter “i” four times in different sizes.  

She has super vision.  She can see through walls, cars, and other 

objects.  Once she focuses on something it cannot escape her sight.  If 

she concentrates very hard she can turn this intense vision into a heat 

ray.  She is the brains of the team and helps to coordinate their 

maneuvers when fighting against evildoers.] 
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ENTRY 2 

GP 
FORWARD 

 

What I was aiming at with my entry was not a typical marvel style 

comic book team (fully aware that it was partly that this contest tries 

to achieve.). Seeing as Pulp City is a setting which eventually will 

have a lot of takes on stock stereotypes. (It’s part of the setting and 

charm.) I wanted to focus my entry on another kind of team. 

 

Charlie’s angels, Josie and the pussycats, Power Puff Girls, totally 

spies, heck to some extend you can add the spice girls to this list. The 

classical girl power stereotype, usually consisting of 3 girls of 

different ethnicities (or at least different hair and wardrobe color.), 

and blend this into a mix fitting the pulp city universe. 

 

The idea struck me first when watching death proof (hence all the 

car-related themes mixed into it ;) up to biker-style clothing replacing 

spandex.) first one conceived was joyride (who was initially 

Mercedes actually, with the other 2 names being Suzuki and 

Cadillac.) 

 

I also wanted to fulfill more elements missing in pulp city with my 

entry, give the good guys one more flyer (velocity was a flyer, but I 

replaced it with levitation because flight might be too farfetched for 

her?), off course more female characters, someone with electricity 

control, more Supremes affiliated with nature. 

 

Before I present my entry, the Charlie’s angels of pulp city, one more 

thing... I bend the rules slightly. while my entry team is GP, their 

team affiliation says Formula X (which can be replaced by the 

academy or just indy.) instead of making GP a team like heavy metal 

is, I made GP a closed team, which can’t get new entries, trough a 

special resource type inspired by the elemental mastery card they 

become this sub team, which I think can be used more often (trio's 

and duo's especially.) either all in the same heroic team (so several 

minor teams all coming from the Formula X team.. the latter already 

so full of synergies that it won’t get a lv3 any time soon ;)) however, 

while I think the idea is good, formula X is too much targeted at one 

gimmick (see the attached document for more on that, the document 

however is an older write up and doesn’t count in the entry.) and 

might be less interesting as a, may I say, absolutely necessary third 

heroic team (against the many villainous teams ;)) 

 

THE ACADAMEY 
If there is one thing that pulp city is most known for, it’s the massive 

amount of Supremes inhabiting the city, but what makes a supreme  

is less clear, some have fallen into their role by freak accidents or 

lucky coincidence, others chosen the path through the noble and dark 

sides of science and pseudoscience. among them there are plenty who 

are just born with extra gifts, and as these latter started to appear 

more and more over the years some people have made it custom to 

make a difference between those born as Supremes and those who 

came on this path on a later stage... many call these born with strange 

powers Mutants. 

 

The Academy is a slightly secluded habitat/school which takes in 

Mutants from a very early age, they are taught to control their gifts, 

and trained to use them for good. The students that have learned to 

control their powers are dispatched on heroic missions, standing up 

for the weak against the hordes of villains plaguing pulp city. 

 

Among pulp city citizens the academy is not undisputed tough, in 

contrary to heavy metal who's main goal is the protection of Pulp 

City and all its citizens, the many indy heroes who life a vigilante 

lifestyle to fight evil from its shadows and blood watch who try to 

keep wicked outsiders being outsiders, the Academy often pursues 

political goals and missions that stand up for Mutants mostly. And 

many of its students and mentors have superiority views. It is 

rumored that on some occasions an Academy dispatch confronted 

Heavy metal teams. And there are too many proven accounts of 

students who walk a thin line between hero and villain. Or even of 

members who once where tutored on the Academy and became 

infamous as some of pulp city's most dangerous villains. 

 

in his wandering years Francis gator had attended the academy, it is 

said that the very reason twilight is dispatched in pulp city by the 

coven is because she is born there, and she too, once upon a time, 

attended the academy, lastly Harrier, before art school, attended the 

academy and surely she is a hero, but not pulp city's most reliable and 

patriotic one.  

 

Still, like usually is the case with conspiracy theorists and gossipers, 

the citizens happily cheered when an Academy team reaches out and 

saves the day. 

 

GP 
 
Where the Academy is slightly mistrusted, the same is not true with 

one of their more popular teams, GP, this is all thanks to a special 

reality program that aired slightly over a year ago hosted by the 

always popular June summers. What many people don’t know is that 

GP was not formed especially for the program but slightly before 

that. 
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Velocity and Joyride had been friends for a very long time, both 

similar roots they followed similar specialty classes, when Mercedes 

arrived at the academy she was often mocked for her ignorance and 

naivety, and at times complete stupidity. one day the two decided to 

sneak out and go to a disco in the city, not to dance or have fun like 

normal teens do, but to cause mischief and mayhem with their powers 

(both of their powers having quite chaotic side effects in a disco.) 

Mercedes saw the girls sneaking out and followed them. To no 

surprise the girls were caught by the academy staff. their punishment, 

the 3 of them were to go on a mission to rescue a abducted orphan 

apparently with special powers, who was taken to the 

harbor to be sent to Kodo Island. Mercedes 

was overexcited and didn’t see this as a 

punishment, not realizing she was not 

the one being punished, velocity and 

joyride knew and they hated it. 

 

They constantly tried to "loose" her but she proven of 

equal agility (among those who are not 

speeders on the academy velocity and joyride 

were known for the speed, athletic agility and 

reflexes.) in velocity this started to grow the seed of 

respect, but joyride was not that easily 

convinced. 

 

When they arrived at the scene velocity 

sensed thought patterns of 5 people. none 

of them Supremes, she used high 

pitched waves to turn distract them 

and joyride used toned down electricity to 

knock them unconscious, the electricity 

caused a bottle of gas to explode and 

knock out one of the poles holding the 

platform joyride stood upon, Mercedes 

didn’t hesitate to jump and push joyride 

aside, but when bumping her head joyride 

got agitated and said Mercedes only stood in 

the way and was too stupid to realize she was a 

useless moron. in their quibble a sixth man wearing a 

special helmet blocking mind control captured 

velocity and took her under gunpoint 

with him. 

Joyride blaming Mercedes left to go 

after her friend. as she entered the room 

where the man was standing he told 

her he properly did his homework as he 

pushed a button and the room filled 

with water, he knocked velocity out 

and threw her in the water while joyride 

lost control of her power and the water 

turned her electricity on herself and 

velocity. 

 

As joyride felt her overpowered by the pain of the 

electricity Mercedes stumbled through the water, 

while suffering from the pain keeping it together and 

picking up both joyride and velocity with ease and 

dragging them out. 

 

the three girls were barely alive anymore and joyride with what 

strength she had left apologized to Mercedes as her hand touched that 

of Mercedes the electricity once again started charging the girls but 

with opposite effect.. Their strength returned and as they all stood up 

they smiled upon each other and took off after the man. Recharged 

and teamed up they easily finished the mission. 

 

upon returning back to the academy joyride and velocity's mentor 

introduced them to June Summers and asked them if the two of them 

wanted to be role models and represent young mutants in a reality 

show, upon which joyride said "not 

two, there is three of us." as such, 

GP was born. 

 

VELOCITY 
Velocity is the daughter of a mute orchestra 

conductor and her mother became 

deaf after an explosion in the 

facility she worked in, this 

was before velocity was 

born. 

 

Her parents realized very quickly 

about her powers, while nothing 

seemed strange to her, it is off 

course unique that a young child 

can cause thoughts of the parents 

to interact and even manifest 

as sound. One of her 

parent’s friends was a 

mentor at the Academy, and 

while he visited and guided 

the family her home 

environment was a much 

better place for her to be 

raised. Until one day men 

came into their house looking 

for the safe, as velocity's 

father tried to prevent the 

men from hurting her and 

her mother he was shot 

and soon after her mother. 

they tried to shoot her but at 

this moment came the time 

she realized she could do 

more with  all these colored 

waves she was seeing she 

could touch and interact 

with them.. Bending the 

direction of bullets. She could move 

over/trough these waves... shortly.as she 

pummeled down she landed 

safely in a swamp right in her 

own garden, as she 

moved up she looked 

face to face with a very strange 

looking man with teeth, 

who in a coarse voice asked if everything was alright. 
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Velocity nodded and together with other people in uniforms whom 

had arrived they took on the men that invaded her home, the man 

with the teeth almost killed one of the men who killed her parents but 

he was held back by one of his friends. As they handed the men over 

to the police she finally saw a familiar face. The friend of her father 

who talked so much with her about the colored waves and 

patterns, he took velocity with him to the academy, her new 

home. Velocity hardly remembers this, she knows it has 

happened but she can’t remember it. She vaguely remembers one of 

the men because of his colored waves around him it was the 

same man who was almost killed by the man with the teeth 

before he gotten away. He was also the one who killed her parents. 

But it’s all fractured. Partly good for her. As she was raised on the 

academy and became one of its most promising students. 

 

Velocity is a walking contradiction; she is secluded but also 

extremely mischievous. Always up to pranks and having a good 

time as long as things don’t get personal. It’s hard to pick her 

mind, even to mind readers as she sees the waves coming. She has 

a soft spot for the underdogs and she can’t understand why so 

many people have hatred against "freaks" because of her telepathy 

she can very understand to people. And even though she is the voice 

of mischief in GP she is also the voice of reason. 

 

Telepathy is a side effect of her power and it doesn’t have the 

potential of a dedicated telepath, simply put velocity sees waves and 

is able to manipulate them. sound, energy, thoughts and patterns and 

waves that go beyond our understanding (she can see for example a 

path a bullet is going to take, because of this her reactions can be 

extremely fast.) like her father she has a natural gift for conducting, 

unlike her father she can literally conduct these wave patterns. 

Seeing her in action often is a mesmerizing sight, as if she dances 

with invisible companions. While she has good control of her powers 

it is suggested she has far from reached her limits.  

 

JOYRIDE 
 

Joy has always been an orphan, when she was born the medical 

facility short circuited and her mother who was barely healthy 

enough to survive childbirth died. Her father never even wanted to 

know her. She moved from foster parent to foster parent at a very 

young age. Eventually ending up with a family with several 

foster children. Being the only child with a color in that home 

she already was the subject of allot of bullying. but when the 

children discovered that water stringed her (washing could only 

be done with charged water.) it became worse, one day merci, the 

oldest a blonde girl that always knew how to play sweet with the 

foster parents around, threw joys pet rabbit into the swimming pool 

when nobody else was around.. Joy desperately dived in trying to 

save her pet but the electricity turned on her and her pet. While she 

was passing out the last thing she saw was merci laughing at her from 

the side of the pool. When she awoke in the hospital her foster 

parents called her a freak in many unrepeatable cursing words. Merci 

too was in the hospital as she had felt into the pool after joy passed 

out, however she had told that joy ha d thrown her into the pool with 

the rabbit because the rabbit liked her more and then started to charge 

the water but accidentally fell in herself. She could act sweet so well. 

Left alone and with a record that would make no one take her in joy 

was glad that a representative of the academy had gotten air about the 

story and she was taken into the academy wings. The first day at the 

academy felt like a new chance and she was greeted by another 

girl who said "your waves make strange edgy curves. I like 

them, I am velocity 

who are 

you?” 

 

Joyride is blunt 

and direct, she 

is 

slightly 

arrogant, but 

this is partly a 

masquerade to 

hide her 

inner 

emotions. She 

doesn’t like 

machines, but 

let’s face it, 

machines 

don’t like her 

either. In the 

GP team she 

has a blaster 

function 

and 

sometimes takes on the leadership role trough her down to earth and 

uncompromised attitude. 

 

Her power is electro kinesis, and apart from when in contact with 

water she has a high control over her power. Since her power is 

active since a young age her reflexes are supported by sparks, giving 

her high agility rates which is GPs forte. 

 

 

MERCEDES 
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Mercedes didn’t always life in pulp city; her mother was a 

cheerleader and beaut y queen, trophy wife of a biological engineer 

looking for eternal youth for rich people in LA. 

Her mother was a simple mother. A useless mother to some, 

shopping and diets was all she cared about and she had planned out 

the same life for her daughter. 

one wouldn’t expect the reaction 

when she found out there was 

something strange about her 

daughter, at first she 

was send to the richest 

specialists to be cured, but 

when her parents realized that 

that was exactly not the problem 

her father’s attitude 

changed, he became 

obsessed, his 

daughter was the very 

key to his research. 

For Mercedes mother this 

was a turning point, her 

mother instinct started kicking in on 

the very day she saw how her husband was 

preparing Mercedes for experimentation. 

She grabbed a vial with acid and threw it 

in his face, taking Mercedes with her on 

the road. On the run for the man she once 

loved. Trying to survive by all means. 

They moved from trailer park to trailer park as 

Mercedes grew up, often 

moving overnight as her mother 

had gotten in some trouble or her father had 

found out where they were. 

Her mother found out 

about pulp city, the many 

Supremes and like Mercedes mutants living there and 

about the Academy. 

Once again Mercedes had to say 

goodbye to her new made friends 

and each time it became harder to adapt to the 

kids around her, to fit in. but she always stayed 

cheery taking joy even from seeing a butterfly 

fly trough flowers. 

When they arrived in pulp city her mother told 

her that they couldn’t stay together, she 

enrolled Mercedes in the academy, and told 

her she would come back for her. But first 

she had to make sure her father could never 

hurt them again... now Mercedes had to 

adjust once again to a new home, this 

time more permanent. But making friends 

is once again so hard.  

 

Mercedes is naive and sweet, her sweetness has this level of 

annoyance. Tough those that learn to know her better know there is 

more to this book than just the cover. In her naivety she is also 

extremely brave and her emotional endurance is only outmatched by 

her physical endurance. 

 

Mercedes power is that of accelerating biological process, but mostly 

(due to low experience) on a subconscious basis. She heals extremely 

fast, and has been able to transfer this pr ocess on others, tough she 

has no control over the healing, especially in the heat of action. but 

this is just a small factor of her power she can accelerate the creation 

of muscle tissue, causing her to be able to life any weight as her 

strength never weakens but always grows when strained, unlike 

someone with superior 

strength however she 

can’t just pull out 

this strength in 

fights, her 

subconscious process 

needs to be activated. 

Her endurance and 

subsequently (like all 

of GP) dexterity is excellent. Tough 

not above normal human 

capabilities. 

Her power seems to have 

several others extends which 

she can’t control very well, 

like she can accelerate healing 

process she can also 

accelerate damaging 

processes. Especially when 

agitated, her physical adaption 

is funnily enough contradictory 

with her emotional adaption. When 

hand wrestling her usually adapts to the 

strength of her opponent ... even those with 

super powers, again there seems to be a 

connection with lifting and endurance vs. 

outwards action. 

potentially she is able 

to accelerate 

evolutionary processes as well, but 

nothing of the like has manifested yet. 

Mercedes hardly has control over her powers, 

but even without this control she is not to be 

messed with, she is potentially one of the 

most powerful mutant Supremes 
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ENTRY 3 

PURPLE MOON TRIO 
Mood Level 2 
Damage: 10 
AP: 6 
Skills: Powerful Rays, Leader 
(1), Mind’s Reach 

 
Pulp City Police District property  

File number : 093IJE83 

Subject : Incident at the Funky Devil Nightclub 

Date : August 22rd, 1987  

Deposition of Tony Orlando, eyewitness.  

       

Woah, let me tell you, it was nothing like I had 

ever seen. Let me replace it for you. It was that 

saturday night, and I was out at that club, like every Saturday night. 

I’m a professional dancer you know, you wanna see some moves? 

No? Nevermind. Anyway, it was about midnight, and there was this 

chicks band, the Purple Moon Trio or something like that. They were 

so hot man... I mean... their music was great!  There was this black 

chick on the saxophone, geez, the best sex...erm... sax I’ve ever 

heard, I tell you, and I’ve heard a lot.  

       

Now. Let me explain exactly how it went. There are these three 

chicks, and the blond one with the punk outfit, starts going crazy on 

her keys, and the sample sounds like going nuts, but it sounds so 

awesome you know, and she’s like, looking at this other chick, the 

one with the bass, and at that moment, I feel like I’m starting to float 

in the air, the bass is so powerful, so vivid, like it’s talking to me, ya 

know what I mean... and then it goes completely out of control, cuz 

this black chick with the saxophone, she pulls out the best solo that 

was ever played. And it felt so amazing, everyone was dancing 

together, in an wonderful orgy of love and music.  

 

I think I fainted when the walls started moving and singing along 

with me. That was fantastic, I tell ya...  

 

Comments: Unreliable, probable intoxication. 

  

The Purple Moon Trio was a funk jazz group as any other, roaming 

the second zone louzy clubs, playing for a bunch of loosers, til the 

morning dawn... And just when they were about to give up, that one 

night they were practising on the roof of that old building, something 

happened.The glamourous, sexy and powerful music echoed with the 

stormy night, the clouds started gathering above the heads of the 

three young ladies, and the rain started to fall. Large, warm, and 

heavy drops of rain. Thunder added his grave beat to the score, and as 

the storm kept growing, the music was becoming more and more 

captivating, the three girls, transcended by the mystic powers their 

music had awoken, seemed unconscious to what was happening 

around them, playing like their life was depending on it. Music from 

another time. From another world. Another dimension. 
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MOON ABILITIES 
 
Devastating solo(PR/ H vs K /Range 6/AP2)  

 
The soul of the music(SBL3/ J vs K /Range 6/AP4) 

Mood’s music can charm the heart of about any being in the universe. If 
any model takes more than 1 damage by The soul of the music, its AP 
allowance for this turn is reduced by one.  
 
Dancing Queen(I /AP2) 

When Mood starts dancing, it’s like she’s untouchable –and extremely 
sexy. Until the end of the round, add up to 2 points to Mood’s dice in any 
opposed roll targetting Mood.  
      
The blue note(BL2/ J vs K /Range 4/AP3) 

This perfect saxophone note can be more deadly than a bullet. If any 
damage is dealt by the blue note, the target is knocked down.  
       
Team power: overwhelming popularity: 
Mood can use an extra ‘Heroic Call’ every encounter, even when she 
plays on a villain team. 
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JJ Level 1 
Damage: 7 
AP: 4 
Skills: Tactician (1) 
 

As the storm reached full intensity, winds 

hurling around the three girls, raindrops crashing 

on the instruments, thunder stronger than the 

roar of a thousand demons from Hell...all of a 

sudden lightning struck the old building. All 

went quiet in an instant. And when the sky 

cleared, the moon finally shone in the night. A 

purple moon. 

       

From that day on, everything was different. Not 

only the purple moon storm had granted the girls the ability to play 

the best music ever, but also to bend reality to their will throughout 

their music, by somehow acording their instruments on the lunar 

frequences.  

       

It’s all naturally that aside from their rocketting music career, they 

started using their power to protect their city and their friends.   

Sugar Level 1 
Damage: 7 
AP: 4 
Skills: Heavy Gear 
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JJ ABILITIES 
 
Boogie(PR/ H vs K /Range 6/AP1) 

This strong and sensual music can break down the stronger walls. If you 
target a piece of scenery with boogie, make the opposed roll with H 8. 

 
Funk(AU1/ J AP2) 

The energy that emanates from JJ’s antique bass gives strength and 
power to his teammates.  Increase friendly models in the aura’s AP 
allowance by 1, or by 2 if it’s a member of the Purple Moon Trio. 
 
Feel the groove(AU2 I /AP2) 

All friendly models in the aura gain +2 G and +1 I until JJ’s next 

activation. 
 
Sound distortion (PR/ F vs G /Range 6/AP2) 

Sound distortion doesn’t need a line of sight. 
 
Team power : follow the score 
Purple Moon Trio members rolling a 1 when they are in JJ’s J range are 

not affected by the automatic failure rule. 

SUGAR ABILITIES 
 
Loop sample(J /AP3) 

With this sound loop, Sugar bends reality according to her musical pattern. 
Chose any model on the table. This model may perform the last action it 
performed this turn a second time instantly, by paying the price in AP. 
 
Electronic music(PR/ J /Range 4/AP2) 

These almost non earthly sounds turn dreams into reality. Target a friendly 
model. Electronic music grants it one new skill(level 1), or an extra level of 
a skill it already posesses until the end of the turn. 
 
Transe(SBL2 K /AP1) 

Friendly models taken in the self blast can perform more than one move 
action per turn. No opposed roll needed. 
 
Heartbreaking keyboard (PR/ J vs G /Range 6/AP2) 

 
Team power : When it’s too loud, it means you’re too old! 
Once per game turn, Sugar can pay 1 AP to have after shocks(1) for this 
activation. 
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ENTRY 4 

PULP CITY VARSITY 
Mascot Level 2 
Giant Robot Bear and Leader 
Damage: 19 
AP: 5 
Skills: Bruiser, Heavy Gear, 
Tactician 1 
 
The members of All City Varsity are either the 

worst or the best kind of supremes.  That is 

because they decided to become them.  It is all Dr. 

Buddy Kelp’s fault.  He created the ultra™ serum, 

and offered it to the most popular kids in school.  

They were high schoolers, they were invincible!  

They would fight evil and save the damsel and do 

it in time to make the game winning goal at the soccer game, 

anything was possible!  The four of them were going to take on the 

world.  Mascot, Striker, The Squad, and The Adolescent.  All went 

well up until their second appearance when an Ulthar robot the size 

of a building stepped on the Adolescent and seemingly killed him.  

The team learned a valuable lesson about mortality and valor that 

day.  They may have won, but was the price worth it? 
 

ROSTER 
 

Mascot: Eustace Rembrant a skinny African American kid in giant 

bear power armor.  Super strong, super tough, super smart! 

The Squad: Emily Rose a perky blond girl with the power to split into 

three crime fighting cheerleaders.  Can either operate as individuals 

or work in formation.  Super cute, super perky, super flexible! 

Striker: Brad Piefuerte a lean wiry Hispanic with the strongest foot 

in all of Pulp City.  Super fast, super nice, super smooth! 

  

Adolescent (deceased): Dan Vickers a normal kid who inherited the 

powers of a legend.  Flight, strength, and speed, without 

invulnerability.  Killed by an Ulthar robot, or was he? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Squad Level 2 
Damage: 18 (3 each) 
AP: 5/3 
Skills: Annoying, Blitzer, 
Shapeshifter 
 
The Squad (lvl 2): a set of three cheerleaders in 

formation (PYRAMID?) (40mm base) who have 

the power to split into 3 cheerific Cheerleaders 

(30mm base) 

 

SQUAD like normal lvl 1 supremes (with 2 trump 

traits, that operate at lvl 1) when split.   When a 

single cheerleader takes sufficient damage to be 

incapacitated, it is instead eliminated.  All 

damage is tracked on the large model.  Another SPAHESHIFT* 

action is needed to reestablish a maximum of three cheerleaders.  
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MASCOT ABILITIES 
 
Bearhug: (AP 3, F v G) model damaged by Bearhug suffers aftershocks 2 

 
Roar : (J v F) Au 2 All supremes entering in the aura (except Varisty 

members) make an opposed role lose AP allowance equal to opposed 
role.  Does no damage.  
 
Bear Blitzkrieg (AP 4, F v G) Cannot be combined with other actions.  

This is a move that ends in a Strike with the normal bonuses.  For each 
point of damage caused the target may be pushed back one inch.  The 
target is then knocked down.  Can only be performed on opponents of 
Mascot’s size (40mm) or smaller. 
  
Team Ability: Smarter that the average… 
When rolling for initative if you use Mascot’s J you may add +1 to the role. 

THE SQUAD ABILITIES 
 
Cartwheel* (AP2) 
Move 4”.  You may ignore obstacles and other models, but not 
buildings during this move.  Apply BLITZER as normal 
 
Bring it on SB2(AP3, F v G) Make a strike against all models in self 

blast 
 
Pom Poms of Doom (AP2 K v J) make opposed roles every model 

damaged also loses 1 AP allowance for the round 
 
Save the cheerleader save the…  Sp (SB2, AP 2) may spend 2 AP 
out of sequence to reduce all damage done by 1 to all Varsity models 
within Base to base.  Including the Squad. 
  
Team Power: Power Puffs: Gain a +1 to all opposed checks if all of 
the  SQUAD is within 6” of each other. The Squad may only use this 
power when she is SHAPESHIFTED into small (30mm) size, and all 3 
models are not eliminated. 
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Striker Level 1 
Damage: 8 
AP: 4 
Skills: Deflect, Bruiser 
 
Soccer player with feet of steel.  Able 

to launch a soccer ball at nearly the 

speed of sound.   

  

 

 

 

ENTRY 5 

AGENTS OF WRATH 
Barricade Level 1 
Sub-faction: Agents of Wrath 
Damage: 11 
AP: 5 
Skills: Absorb 3, Armored, 
Barricade, Immovable,  
 

Barricade is a large bald man, taller then 

most supremes and he looks like he could 

take quite a beating from even The 

Hellsmith, he wears no shit but a pair of 

black latex pants the same material as 

Shockwaves. 

 
After realizing that after fifty years of service to the organization 

known as L.A.N.S.E. (Logistic Agency of Neutralizing Supreme 

Emergency), Joseph Wrath knew it was time to go. As director of 

L.A.N.S.E. it was up to him to settle all domestic disputes between 

Supremes. As the years past he saw his people become to grow weak, 

and begin to fail, and as the villain community grew larger and more 

powerful, his faith in L.A.N.S.E. fell further and further toward the 

ground. On the eve of Christmas, 1983 he disappeared, gone without 

a trace. He was not seen again for many years and in the world’s 

greatest time of need. The Necroplane invasion may have desecrated 

and enslaved earth if not for him and his new group of young 

supremes. Leading them into battle brought back memories and 

feelings that he had long lost. 

  

Among the several young Supremes at their head was a beautiful, 

powerful, and ever learning Dahlia Short. Known as Shockwave to 

the public was born with a great psychic power, telekinetic energy 

which is projected through her mechanical power gauntlets Wrath 

gifted to her when he pronounced her leader of the group. Although 

head strong she is beginning to learn what Wrath had wanted her to 

when he inducted her. He had known her parents and their tragedy, 

being very heroic Supremes themselves they had helped him find and 

attempt to destroy one of his greatest enemies, the Mysterious man. 

When they had finally chased him to the end of a sewer tunnel below 

Pulp City he began to laugh “What’s so funny you cloaked freak?”  
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STRIKER ABILITIES 
 
Offsides (AP 2) (F v I) move 1 model in J 1” in a straight line.  If model is an enemy 

this is an opposed role.  
 
Juke* (AP 2) Striker reduces all damage from F and H attacks by 1.  This lasts for the 

rest of the turn or until Striker moves. 
 
Side Tackle (AP 2) Striker moves 4” in a straight line, through other models.  If he 
moves through models make a F v I models losing opposed role are knocked down 

and damaging them normally.  After any opposed roles, role another d6 if a one is 
rolled he is also knocked down. 
 
Power Kick (AP 2, RNG 7, H v I) May be used twice a turn  

 
Team Power: Momentum 
Cannot make H attacks in base to base 

 

BARRICADE ABILITIES 
 
 
Rampage- A.P. 4- Move barricade into base to base to another supreme 
within four inches, move him in a straight line. All Supremes that his base 
crosses overtake a F V.S. I opposed roll. This may be used when he 

grows with Rage. 
 
Protector-A.P. 1- Whenever a friendly supreme within six inches of 
Barricade are injured this turn give him one Protector point, he gains +1 to 
opposed rolls for each protector point, remove these points at the end of 
the turn. 
 
Stand firm-A.P. 2- Barricade cannot be moved this turn and may push 
other models out of the way if he moves over them this turn. 
 
Toss-A.P. 3-Barricade may throw any Supreme on a 30 mm base, they 
may be placed within four inches of their current location, if an enemy 
supreme is targeted, make a Fvs F opposed roll, if Barricade wins the 

enemy takes damage from the opposed roll and is knocked down when he 
is placed. 
 
Team Power: Grow with rage 
One turn during the encounter Barricade may increase his size to a 50 
mm base; everyone under the base is moved in a direct line until they are 
in base to base with him. All allies in base to base while in this state may 
transfer damage to him. 
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T.J. Level 2 
Sub-faction: Agents of Wrath 
Damage: 14 
AP: 6 
Skills: Annoying, Blitzer(1), 
Weapon Master(1), Fury(1)  
 

T.J.- brown medium length shaggy hair, a 

small moustache. Same latex shirt but with a 

brown leather jacket on over it, jeans on. Not 

as uniform as the rest of the group. Chain 

should be flailing around about ready to 

whip someone in the face! 
 

 

Wrath’s words had a great undertone of hatred in them. “Your about 

to die, and you don’t even know it” As Daisy’s mother was struck 

with a small gun he drew from his side, the green sludge in the 

sewers began to fester and Nuke emerged. Her mother fell into the 

sludge and disappeared; a small white humanoid came in from behind 

them and began to fire rounds of a very powerful gun unknown to 

most humans. Wrath barely made it out of those sewers alive and lost 

an eye in the process, and after finding out about their daughter he  
spent most of his off time raising her. 
 

Jerry Stone was never the luckiest man or the easiest to talk to; he 

often kept emotion out of things, never feeling that he was able to 

talk to someone and let them know how he was really feeling. Jerry 

was a raving drunk before Wrath found him and offered him a spot 

on his supreme team. Finding out that lifting weights and exercising 

would sate his drinking craze. When the youngest of their group, 

Cynthia, approached him when he arrived at one of Wrath’s secret 

underground bases, he was astonished, being several years younger 

then Jerry he felt a small bit of guilt about him as they began to talk, 

very small talk at first, it later became hours of talk as they practiced 

together. He was finally able to open up to someone. When she was 

wounded during the invasion his rage grew so great he grew in size 

10 fold. He took on the identity of Barricade, always striving for the 

protecting of his teammates the first thing in his mind.  

 

Thomas James was always treated as his parents little angel, given 

what he wanted, he had it all. And he hated it. Being born into wealth 

Thomas began to notice people treated him differently, not worse, but 

different and for most of his life strived for normality. Although 

never in the best ways, talking back, sarcasm, and fighting seemed to 

be what he thought normal. One night as his parents and him left the 

family therapy they were held up for anything of worth on them. As 

his father began to throw jewelry, money, and ordering him to do the 

same, he refused, he told the mugger he would not stand for this and 

attempted to fight off his harasser. Four broken ribs, a ruptured 

spleen, and a fractured skull later he awoke in the hospital. The old 

grizzled man in front of him began to tell him of his beating and that 

as he was beaten his mother and father fled the scene leaving him to 

die. “The Name’s Joseph Wrath, and boy have I got a job for you 

kid”. Thomas Gladly accepted and began his training after his  
 

Shockwave Level 2 
Sub-faction: Agents of Wrath 
Damage: N/A 
AP: N/A 
Skills: Aftershocks (2), Deflect 
(1), Powerful Rays, Leader (1), 
Bruiser 

 
Shockwave is a young, black haired woman 

with a black latex suit on, metal gauntlets 

and a link up to her head. She has a white 

sort of utility belt on. 

 

 
wounds had healed; he left his old life behind and took on the name 

T.J.  Wrath trained him well and on his first night on patrol in Pulp 

City he came upon the man who had mugged him a few years back, 

he beat the man to death and took the very chain that he had been 

beaten with and that had transformed his life into what it is now. 

Although never showing too much care in most of the world, 

whenever given the chance he attempts to gain Dahlia’s affection 

through a crude set of shameful jokes. The loss of his family to him 

has turned him cold, and knowing that if he did not act with his 

coldness, during the necroplane invasion he earned more kills than 

any other supreme, save that of C.O.R.E. 
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T.J. ABILITIES 
 
Drag them in-A.P. 2- (Fv.s. I) Range-4 inches- If the roll is won, in 

addition to damage, you may move them up to 4 inches towards 
you. 
 
Tangle-A.P 3-( Fv.s. I)-B2B-If the opposed roll is one the model 

may not only move once during its next round. 
 
Sweep around-A.P.-3- SBL range 2 (Fv.s I.) 

 
Long Whip-A.P.-3-Range 5-( Fv.s I.) 

 
Teampower: Vengeful 
 T.J. always is striving for revenge against the evil of the world, but 
at some times he tries too hard. Before the start of the game, 
choose one enemy supreme, T.J. gains hatred for this model but 
must destroy it before he can attack anyone else, when he destroys 
it choose a new model to be the target of Vengeful. 
 
Resource: Personal Weapon Blood Ridden Chain 
Lvl 1 weapon T.J. Only. The Blood Ridden Chain grants its user 
Reach (2). 
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HHHH 

ENTRY 6 

MIRAGE, SUPERIORITY & 

DRAMA QUEEN 
Mirage Level 2 
Damage: 12 
AP: 6 
Skills: Levitation, Mind Fortress, 
Spectral, Greed (2)  
 
Trent Lofton grew up with his parents like any 

typical kid in Pulp City.  He and his friends 

enjoyed playing sports, and when he reached Pulp 

City High School, he and a few of his friends tried 

out and made the baseball team.  After riding the 

pine his freshman year, he spent two years playing 

centerfield and becoming a star, winning the 

Golden Glove his sophomore and junior years at 

Pulp City High.  He even dated one of the Pulp City High 

cheerleaders, Annabelle Woodridge. 

He never really liked school, but his grades were always above a C, 

which kept him on the baseball team.  Trent’s parent’s picked out his 

classes each year, and he attended them, doing above average but 

never excelling in any particular area.  It frustrated his teachers, who 

complained to his parents about Trent’s ability to pass his classes 

with minimal effort on his part, but if he tried harder he could be a 

shoe in for an Ivy League school or even MIT. 

The summer before Trent’s senior year at High School was when his 

parent’s decided to pull him aside and talk to him about his future.  

They were concerned that baseball was not the correct path for Trent.  

His ball fielding abilities were great, but his batting was only 

average.  His parents had lined up a number of advanced placement 

college courses for him this year, and they hoped he would continue 

towards a path down an engineering track, which would leave him 

well off for the rest of his life. 

After his first week of school, he was completely overwhelmed by 

the class load his parents pushed on top of him.  While working with 

cutting edge technology would be cool as an engineer, it was just too 

much work.  His friends constantly were after him to hit parties 

during the weekend, but he had to decline, spending his time with his 

books.   

One day, during the winter, he was walking home from school, and 
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SHOCKWAVE ABILITIES 
 
Shockwave-A.P.-4-Ray-Rng-6 inches-(Hvs I) 

 
Heart Stopper-A.P.-3-Rng-4 inches-(Hvs G)- Shockwave uses her 

telekinetic powers to grab the heart of her victim, if the opposed roll 
is won the loser suffers -2 defense for the remainder of that round. 
 
Mind Squeeze-A.P.-3-Range-4 inches-(Hvs J)- If Shockwave 

begins to squeeze the mind of the victim, if the opposed role is won 
by Shockwave the victim receives -2 Mind for the remainder of that 
round. 
 
Telekinetic bolt-A.P. 3-(Hvs I)-Rng-8 

 
Team Power:Growing Leader 
Once per encounter she may increase the A.P. allowance of all 
Agents of Wrath by one for that round. 
 

MIRAGE ABILITIES 
 
Hallucinate AP3 PR RNG 6 (Jvs K) 

Mirage tries to get inside his opponent's head, thinking enemies 
surround them. A Supreme who fails the opposed roll takes no 
damage, but instead makes one powered-up strike action against 
someone within his melee range.  
 
Psychic Nightmare AP3 PR RNG 6 (Jvs K) 

Mirage conjures up a Supreme's nightmare, paralyzing them in fear.  
Models damaged by Psychic Nightmare may not move this turn.  
 
Duplicate AP3 (J) 

Mirage creates a Phantasm and it is placed within his spirit range.    
 
Illusory Object AP3 
Mirage creates a small or medium object on the battlefield.  Take a 
small or medium object and place it within 6 inches of Mirage.  If 
someone interacts with the object (picks it up, climbs over it, takes 
damage from the object), roll a 1d6.  On a 1 or 2, the object 
disappears.  
 
Team Power: Three Mirror Shift 
Whenever Mirage suffers damage from an attack outside of his 
activation; swap him with a Phantasm within his Spirit range.  
Remove the Phantasm from the game. 
 
Phantasm (Level 1 Mirage Exclusive Resource) 
Skills:Levitation, Nonliving 
2 Phantasms per Card  
Str: 3/Def: 3  
 

Strike (AP1)/Run (AP1)  
Illusion: If a Phantasm damages an opponent or is missed by an 
attack, roll a 1d6.  On a 1 or 2, the illusion is revealed.  Remove the 
Phantasm from the game.  
 

Merlin's Codex of Phantasmal Thought  
(Level 1 Mirage Exclusive Resource) 
 Mirage gains Master of Phantasms: When Mirage issues orders to 
Phantasms, double his spirit to determine if they are in range to 
receive an order.  When Mirage issues orders to Phantasms, he has 
Leader of Minions 2. 
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something strange caught his eye.  It was a small corner shop in the 

center of the city.  The sign above it read, “Merlin’s Magic Shoppe.”  

Curious, Trent entered the shop to find dusty old tomes, scrolls, and 

other talismans of magic.  An elderly plump gentleman sat behind a 

counter, and peered at him through reading spectacles.  He welcomed 

him to the shop, and asked him how he could be of assistance. 
Trent mentioned that he had never recalled this shop being here, and 

wondered what the shop was about.  The gentleman assured Trent 

that the shop has been here all along, but it only appears to those who 

possess certain talents and needed some direction.  He then told Trent 

to walk the store and select any book that catches his interest.  Trent 

complied, walking about the store.  The first book he selected was a 

large dusty old blue tome.  He blew the dust off the cover, and read 

the gold lettered title.  It read “Merlin’s Codex of Phantasmal 

Thought.” Interesting, Trent thought, and put the book down.  The 

second book Trent picked up from the shelves was “The Essential 

Guide to Demon Summoning.”  Trent quickly put that book down, 

and reached for another.  Oddly, it was “Merlin’s Codex of 

Phantasmal Thought.”  Trent walked to the front of the store and set 

it down on the counter.   

 
The old man looked up at him, and read the title of the book.  He 

mentioned something about illusions to Trent, and then told him to 

take the book, free of charge, because the store was not so much of a 

store, but more of a training center, and he did not need the money.  

The storekeeper then warned Trent to start his new adventure slowly, 

because if he went to fast, bad things could occur.  Trent, his 

curiosity overwhelming him, thanked the man and headed home with 

his new book.   

Throwing his homework aside, he dove into the book and found it 

full of spells that could create fantastic illusions, including turning 

invisible, creating illusionary images, and deeply affecting someone 

else’s mind.  His first thought was to start on an illusion spell.  The 

book considered it an advanced spell, but Trent did not care.  The 

spell called for a blue cloak with sewn golden runes thrown over him 

while he chanted magical phrases he had to memorize.  Over the 

weekend, he ignored calls from his friends and his girlfriend while he 

frantically sewed together the blue cloak and then sewed the runes 

into the cloth with golden thread.  When it was ready, he donned the 

cloak, and threw the hood over himself.  He spoke the magic words 

he had painstakingly memorized, but pronounced them all wrong. 

His form shifted, but did not become invisible.  Instead, he became 

spectral, hovering slightly above the floor.  Trent tried to reach out 

and grab objects, but his hands just passed right through everything 

he touched, until he grabbed the book, which he found that he could 

pick up and manipulate just fine.  His first thought was to return to 

the shop where he found the book, but when he returned, the 

mysterious shop had vanished.  Trent then decided to find the answer 

in the pages of the book.  He spent months studying the Codex, and 

he learned a lot about the nature of illusions to the point where he 

gained numerous abilities, but could not find the cure to his ghostly 

state. 

His parents and friends all spent those months looking for him, but he 

would not show himself.  However, he was still young, so he 

appeared to his girlfriend Annabelle and told her of his plight.  She 

promised not to tell anyone, but told him she would try to find him a 

cure for his situation so he could retain his physical shell.  That was 

when Annabelle revealed the secrets of her family to him. 

Missing posters of Trent Lofton can be found all over the city, but no 

one knows he has taken the guise of the Mirage except for himself 

and Annabelle.  He now uses his powers without remorse to acquire 

artifacts that can potentially reverse the spell he placed upon himself, 

which so far seems to be completely unbreakable.  

Appearance: Young human wearing a hooded gold rune-covered blue 

cloak with hand out stretched like he is casting a spell. 

Superiority Level 1 
Damage: 6 
AP: 4 
Skills: Telepathy 1, Future Sight, 
Lucky 
 

Annabelle Woodridge was different, but it was 

okay since her parents always told her she was 

different.  She learned this at an early age when 

after school, her parents would take her aside and 

begin teaching her magical theory.   Her parents 

happened to be reclusive master wizards 

themselves who never meddled in the affairs of 

other Supremes, and they hoped to teach the gift to their children, of 

which Annabelle was the oldest.  As Annabelle began to learn many 
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SUPERIORITY ABILITIES 
 
Team Spirit AP2 J 

Power Up* costs 0AP for target model within Superiority’s Spirit 
range until the end of the round.   
 
Stunning Cheer AP3 AU4 J 

Superiority’s cheers slow the enemies.  All enemy model 
movement actions within the aura are reduced by 1 inch. 
 
Loud Cheers AP2 J 

Enemy Supremes within Superiority's Spirit range suffer -1 on all 
Spirit opposed rolls. 
 
Go Team! AP2 J 

Friendly Supremes within Superiority's spirit range gain Fury 1 
 
Team Power: Rally the Fans 
Friendly Citizens within Superiority's Spirit range get +1 on all 
opposed rolls and Blitzer 1. 
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minor spells, she decided to use her spells to subtly get what she 

wanted.  She never used her abilities for evil, but she did want to be a 

popular girl in school, but never the most popular girl. 

The first task she tried to accomplish was to make the cheerleading 

squad of Pulp City High School, because all the popular girls were on 

the cheerleading squad.  After enduring the taunts of the older 

cheerleaders, she quietly manipulated the cheerleading captain’s 

minds to choose her, and soon she was accepted as part of the Pulp 

City Cheerleading squad.  Once on the cheerleading squad, she 

decided that she loved cheering and watching her fellow schoolmates 

play sports.   

After a rather disastrous Pulp City High basketball season, she 

decided that her cheers were not enough, and that she could 

potentially use magic to manipulate her cheers to help raise the spirits 

of her team, the fans, and lower the morale of opposing teams.  She 

entwined her spells with her cheers, but had to wait until football 

season to try them out. 

Early in the spring, she was watching Pulp City High baseball 

practice with her friends, when a foul pop fly made her cross paths 

with Trent Lofton.  Trent, shagging balls in right field, ran toward her 

and dove, trying to catch the ball with his glove.  The ball landed at 

her feet, with Trent sprawled out on the ground next to her, the ball a 

mere inch from his glove.  Trent quickly jumped to his feet, smiled at 

Annabelle, and threw the ball back into play while his coach chided 

him about needing to catch those kinds of balls to put the game away.   

She smiled back, and decided to try out her spells she had been 

working on.  The baseball coach hit the ball again towards Trent, but 

this time it was all the way back towards and possibly over the wall.  

Annabelle began cheering and watched as Trent ran back to the wall, 

and snagged the ball out of the air before it got out of the ballpark.  

Her friends just stared at her, wondering why she would speak to a 

freshman benchwarmer, but Annabelle smiled to herself.  Trent made 

a great play, enhanced by her abilities. 

Annabelle continued to attend Trent’s games, enhancing his play, 

impressing his coach.  Trent called Annabelle his good luck charm, 

and if he only knew the truth.  The two became fast friends and spent 

most of their time together.  Annabelle continued on the cheerleading 

squad, and Pulp City High sports teams only lost games when she 

was not there.  Trent moved to starting centerfield as a sophomore.   

When her senior year arrived, she was approached by a number of 

colleges who wanted her on their cheerleading squad.  Annabelle 

eagerly listened to each college’s recruiting offer, but stopped 

attending games when Trent went missing, growing depressed that 

the love of her life was gone.   

Trent finally revealed himself to her, knowing she was in pain not 

knowing what happened to him.  Annabelle then vowed to find a cure 

for her beloved, explaining to Trent that her family was from a long 

line of master wizards and that there must be a way to find a cure for 

his ghostly condition so that they could be in each other’s arms again.  

She has taken the alter ego Superiority to help Trent find a cure for 

his condition, and provides support to her Hero team, granting them 

Superiority in conflicts.  She also is able to act as Mirage’s voice of 

reason when he would not care about the means that the artifacts are 

acquired to reverse his curse. 

Appearance:  Pig Tails, Cheerleader Outfit and Stylish Mask in Pulp 

City High colors 

Drama Queen Level 1 
Damage: 10 
AP: N/A 
Skills: Deflect 1, Meglomaniac 
 

Kate Rezzan had a quiet life.  In fact her parent’s 

were rarely ever around.  They were always 

jetting from one place to another on business trips 

for work, and left Kate at home.  While she was at 

home, she found solace in the television set.  This 

love of television inspired her to become an 

actress.  She started with the drama club in middle 

school, and impressed audiences with her rare 

talent.  By the time High School rolled around, she was a master at 

her art and commanded the crowd with her abilities.  She was on 
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DRAMA QUEEN ABILITIES 
 
Heartbreaker AP2 (Fvs G) 

The stage is set, and Drama Queen strikes.  If she is in her Close 
Up! the strike is powered up for free. 
 
Close Up! AP2 (K) 

Drama Queen gains Close Up!.  Close Up!: Any model wishing to 
target her with close combat actions must win an opposed roll Mind 
vs Drama Queen's spirit. Close Up! lasts until Drama Queen uses a 
strike action or her Heartbreaker action.  
 
Ignore the Critics AP2 (G) 

Whenever Drama Queen suffers damage, pay 2 AP and roll d6 and 
add to Def. If the result is equal to or higher than the damage dealt, 
she ignores the blow and suffers no damage.  
 
Draw the Crowd AP2 SBL2 (Kvs J)  

Models losing the opposed roll do not suffer damage, but move 2 
inches closer to Drama Queen 
 
Team Power: Dramatic Death 
When Drama Queen would be incapacitated, any models in base to 
base with her may not move for the rest of the turn.  They are too 
busy watching Drama Queen's death scene. 
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track to be the next Hollywood star. 

It all changed when her father brought home a gift from Japan.  It 

was a simple fan that was exquisitely crafted, but they did not know it 

possessed the spirit of a Geisha.  This particular Geisha has quite the 

tragic story, as she was known as one of the greatest Geisha’s in 

Japan.  Many were jealous of her, as she was favored by a large 

number of samurai, and was employed quite often.  The Geisha had a 

unique talent in her ability to protect her clients from all manor of 

misfortune.  She served by the side of one particularly powerful 

samurai for a considerable amount of time, and his wife grew jealous 

of her, so she conspired to have her killed.  The samurai’s wife turned 

to black magic to make sure she would live on as a tortured spirit in 

the after life, and imprisoned her soul into an Iron Fan.  Once 

imprisoned in the Fan, it was cast to the bottom of a well and 

forgotten, the Geisha now just a memory in the minds of the people 

long dead.  A man exploring the well recently found the fan.  He was 

amazed by the quality of the Iron Fan and the fact that it was 

untouched by the elements, as if it were brand new.  The Geisha 

reached out and sensed that this man was not the one to continue her 

power of protecting others, so she influenced him to sell the fan to a 

traveling peddler.  The peddler then met Kate’s father and sold it to 

him. 

In Kate’s possession, Geisha felt someone special and decided to 

reveal herself to her.  The Geisha insisted that it was important to 

help others and that Kate should spent her life devoted to serving 

others.  Kate did not agree at first, but once fell upon the darker areas 

of Pulp City and the fan snapped into action to protect her.  Using her 

own skills as an actress and the magic of the fan, she was able to 

overcome a gang on Pulp City streets.   

As she continued through High School, she met up with Mirage and 

Superiority, and decided to help others as well as Mirage reverse the 

spell he managed to cast upon himself.  She now calls herself Drama 

Queen. 

Appearance: Old Fashioned Dress, Hair tied into a bun, holding an 

Iron Fan. 

HHHH 
 

ENTRY 7 

Texas Trio 
Texas Twister Level 2 
Damage: 12 
AP: 6 
Skills: Levitate, Bruiser, Air 
 

Rachel House was always a strong willed and 

adventurous girl. She was born and raised on her 

fathers ranch in rural Texas with her younger 

brother Billy. Her father always called her a 

spitfire and the ranch hands just called her 

trouble. She would ride the half tamed horses 

when the stable hands weren’t watching. She would play pranks or 

get up to mischief whenever an opportunity afforded itself. Her 

brother Billy was always timid and often enough sickly taken more to 

reading and chess. But even he couldn’t resist her when she found 

some adventure. When they were caught he would often claim that 

Rachel made him do it. But the truth was no one could say no to her. 

             

When Rachel was 12 a tornado warning came in, as it did 

occasionally. Rachel, with Billy in tow, snuck out of the shelter to see 

what the big deal was. “Ain’t no ‘nado gonna git near me!” She told a 

panic stricken Billy when the huge funnel of wind appeared on the 

horizon.   

  

As Billy scurried under the porch Rachel strode defiantly out into the 

yard to see what all the fuss was about. With the sky darkening 

around her and the pressure dropping rapidly still she stood defiant 

hand on her hips. Sure enough the tornado swung wide around the  
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TEXAS TWISTER ABILITIES 
 

Air Guns (Pr / Range 6 / H vs. I/ AP 2) 

Tex launches mini cyclones from his finger tips. Make one attack at 
full Energy or 3 attacks at ½ Energy.  
  
Twister Rodeo* (H/ AP 3) 

Counts as two move actions. Move Tex up to 10”.  This movement 
acts in all ways like Tex had Flight 5, including charges and moving 
over other models/terrain. Tex is considered to have landed when 
his activation ends. 
  
Reap the Whirlwind (Bl 3 / Range 6 / H vs. I/AP 5)  

Tex summons all the powers of Tornado Alley into a swirling vortex. 
Any model caught in the Whirlwind suffers an opposed roll at Tex’s 
full energy and has their –3 to their Energy opposed rolls until the 
end of the game round.    
  
Head Wind (Ray / Range 6 / H vs. G/ AP 3) 

Any model failing the opposed roll is moved 4” backwards. This 
action causes no damage.  
  
Team Power: Son of Storms 
At the beginning of the game round nominate one enemy model. 
That model has the range of all Energy attacks reduced by 1”. 
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Roughhouse Level 2 
Damage: 14 
AP: 6 
Skills: Reach 2, Wall Crawler, 
Annoying, and Immune: Rough 
Terrain 
 

ranch. When Rachel turned around a young boy 

was standing behind her, his clothes and hair 

thrown about as if blown by the that had so nearly 

destroyed the ranch. “I could have killed you, you 

stupid girl.” The boy said. 

 

“So you’re that storm is ya?” Rachel responded 

unsurprised. 

 

“Sure I am aren’t you scared?” 

 

“Nah, but heck you seem cool. You can be my friend.” Said Rachel 

and stuck out her hand to shake. 

  

And that was all it took. She called her new friend Tex, “Cause he’s a 

real Texas Twister.” She would tell folks. The grownups just smiled 

and figured an imaginary friend could at least keep up with the girl. 

Billy knew the truth but after a while got used to chasing across the 

ranch with his big sister and an air spirit. When she was fifteen she 

found the cave. She knew the old caves out in the foothills near the 

mountains were supposed to be haunted, Billy had even found a book 

on them. Tex had told her dangerous things where buried there that 

should be left alone. All that did was encourage her.  

  

After years of searching she had finally found it. Tex refused to go 

into the cave with her, as spirit of the eternal air he hated being out 

from the open sky anyway. Billy of course went with her, 

complaining, as always of the trouble they would get into. Rachel 

would hear none of it. As they reached the end of the narrow winding 

cavern hundreds of feet under the Texas hills a voice rang out in the 

darkness. Neither sibling remembers what the voice said that day but 

they know what happened next. 

 

The earth shock and the cave collapsed dropping brother and sister 

into a deep subterranean grotto. As they fell Rachel reached for her 

brother trying to protect him, but couldn’t. Billy landed hard and 

broke his arm and both legs. Fear, anger, and pain were all he felt 

when the light from the grotto reached them. Ancient spirits or 

forbidden occult power infused the two in that cave forever changing 

them. Rachel found herself able to shift and stretch her body to 

incredible lengths. She had a super human strength and a body that 

responded to physical blows like rubber bouncing them back without 

hurting her at all.   

  

Billy was not so fortunate. His pain and anger and fear manifested 

themselves as an intense blast of mental force. From that day forward 

intense or violent emotion in himself or those around him would 

trigger this blast. It would take a year of intense mental training for 

Billy to come to grips with his power. Slowly he learned to channel it 

to shield himself from harm or cloud the most hostile of the minds 

around him. Still when violence is immanent Billy begins to feel the 

psychic pressure building in him.  

  

Tex managed to rescue them for the cave. No sign of the mysterious 

idols or voice was to be found again. Tex would only tell them that 

what they awoke was now inside of them, for good or evil they must 

bear it. Rachel knew what they had to be done. As an avid comic 

book reader she knew they would have to become heroes and defend 

the world. Naturally the only place to do that would be Pulp City. She 

waited six long months. Months during which her brother healed and 

Tex helped her control her new found powers. Months spent working 

at her mothers sewing machine on a secret project. Months during 

which she stayed out of trouble and her father finally agreed to let her 

get her drivers license.  

  

Two days after she could legally drive she sprung her plan on Billy 

and Tex. “Boys were goin’ ta Pulp City. We all got powers and I aim 

ta see we use ‘em right. So were gonna borrow dad’s old truck and 

make a name for ourselves in the big city.” 

  

With that she gave them each the costume she’d made for them. They 

protested of course but that had never done any of them any good. 

Two hours later they were on their way. Soon the Texas Trio were 

stopping robbers and foiling crimes across the city. With the help of 

some of Pulp Cities best they found a place to live and settled in to a 

small apartment. Stoner Hawk made sure they attended school, even  
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ROUGHHOUSE ABILITIES 
 

I am Rubber (I vs. I/ AP 2) 

Reaction. If Roughhouse is the primary target of a Throw action and 
wins the opposed roll she may immediately throw the object back at 
her attacker. Any secondary targets of the initial throw take no 
damage. Treat this like a normal Throw action except that Rough 
House uses her Agility.  
  
Hog Tie (G vs. G/ AP 3) 

Roughhouse wraps herself around her opponent hopelessly 
entangling them both. If Roughhouse wins the opposed roll, remove 
roughhouse from the table she now occupies the same space as the 
Hog Tied model. Neither model may activate again this game round. 
Any attack or effect that deals damage to the Hog Tied model is 
resolved as normal with the damage being split between 
Roughhouse and the targeted model, round up. Hog Tie ends at the 
end of the round or if Roughhouse is incapacitated. 
  
Sling Shot (I/ AP 3) 

Roughhouse uses her elastic limbs to launch a teammate. Any 
model in reach can be launched up to 4” in a straight line from 
Roughhouse.  
  
Body Whip (Pr / Range 6 /F vs. I/ AP 3) 

Roughhouse stretches out to her full length and whips herself at and 
opponent delivering a powerful surprise strike. Roughhouse loses 
the Reach ability until the end of the game round.  
  
Team Power: Irrepressible Spirit 
So strong is her personality and boundless enthusiasm that her 
friends just can’t refuse her. At the beginning 
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Billy Level 1 
Damage: 7 
AP: 3 
Skills: Heavy Gear 

 

Rachel found she couldn’t prevent that. The 

mysterious Trail sought them out, helping young 

Billy to control his raging powers. Tex would 

often slip out at night to hold whispered 

conversations with Ace of Wraiths, they forces 

inside these children worried them both.    

 

HHHH 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ENTRY 8 

NUCLEAR ATOMS 
Neutronis Level 1  
Damage: 10 
AP: 4 
Skills: E.T, Immovable, Hatred 
(Ulthar) 
 

At farthest reaches of the Milky Way Galaxy one can 

still see the remnants of the once mighty Adrotopis 

Collective. This is of course assuming that one is 

capable of seeing a civilization built at the sub-atomic 

level. The Adrotopis Collective had long ago mastered 

the technology to manipulate matter and energy at the 

sub-atomic level. With population growth and 

expansion the peoples of the Adrotopis found it no 

hardship to shrink themselves and all of their worlds to 

so a size that could more easily support their growing 

population.  For ages these peaceful aliens thrived, dancing among the atoms 

that abound in the great nebula they called home. All that changed the day the 

Ulthar scouts recorded unbelievable energy readings in the Nebula.  

 

The Ulthar were ravenous for new sources of power to fuel their conquest. 

They wasted no time in assaulting the Adrotopis. The Collective had too long 

been accustomed to the ways of peace. They had no defense force to stave off 

the invasion and thought only to watch and observe the massive lumbering 

armada. When it became clear that these gigantic ships meant any harm to  
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BILLY ABILITIES 
 

Psychic Wall (J/ AP 3) 

Billy erects a wall of mystic energy around himself. Use Billy’s Mind 
for all opposed rolls targeting him until his first activation next round. 
  
Not Me (Au 10 / J vs. J/ AP 2) 

Billy can cloud the minds of those around him so they don’t see him. 
Any model in the aura wishing to target Billy must first win an 
opposed roll. If they fail they may choose another model to attack.  
  
Psychic Overload (Ray / Range 2 / J vs. I/ AP 3) 

Billy’s fragile body is quickly overloaded with negative psychic 
energy which he releases in a single might blast. Add 2” to the range 
and gain a +1 to all opposed rolls for every Psychic token Billy 
possesses when this power is used. Remove all Psychic tokens 
from Billy.  
  
Feeding on Trauma (Au 3 / J/ AP 2) 

For every model incapacitated or eliminated in the aura Billy gains 
an additional Psychic token. Feeding on Trauma lasts till the end of 
the round or until Billy moves.  
  
Team Power: Psychic Battery 
Little Billy absorbs the negative psychic energy from those around 
him. At the start of every game round place a Psychic token on Billy. 
As soon as Billy reaches 5 tokens he immediately uses the Psychic 
Overload power targeting the nearest model friend or enemy, this 
cost no AP if Billy has 5 Tokens. 

NEUTRONIS ABILITIES 
 

Soda Buzz*(I/ 1AP) 

Neutronis downs an entire pack of soda. He gains fury 1 for the 
round. 
 
Planetary Rumble (SBL 1/ F vs. I/ AP 2) 

Neutronis shakes the earth with his strength. This power benefits 
from the Bruiser skill. 
 
Vital Jab (F vs. G/ AP 3) 

Neutronis strikes a vital location. If Neutronis wins the opposed roll, 
target suffers aftershocks equal to the number Neutronis rolled. In 
addition to the damage dealt. 
 
Wise Crack (Pr /Range 4 /J vs. K/AP 1) 

Neutronis releases a string of taunts and insults. If Neutronis wins, 
the target has minus 1 to attack rolls against anyone except 
Neutronis. This power deals no damage. 
 
Team power: Easily Enraged 
For each of his team members that is incapacitated, Neutronis gains 
plus one to all opposed rolls up to a maximum of plus two. 
 
Neutron Soda Bomb 
Level 1    Exclusive Resource: Neutronis 
Fizzy explosion (BL2 /Range 6 /Energy 4 vs. Agility/ AP 2) 
Neutronis throws a can of highly unstable soda. This attack deals 
aftershocks 2 from the radiation. 
One use only 
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Protona Level 12 
Damage: 14 
AP: 6 
Skills: E.T, Hatred (Ulthar), 
Telepathy 1, Repel 1 
 

them it was in many ways too late. Though at first 

stymied by the Adrotopis’ microscopic size the Ulthar 

Science castes was relentless. Whole Adrotopis worlds 

were sucked away and sealed off, used to power the 

mighty Ulthar war machines.  

 

Only three of the Adrotopis managed to escape the 

Nebula of their birth. These three were called by their 

people rash and foolish but they knew that the  only way 

to beat the giants was to become giants themselves. 

Though denounced by their people they reversed the 

process used by their ancestors and returned themselves 

to their original size. But they were too late. Their people 

were gone, enslaved in the bowels of the Ulthar craft as they speed onward 

towards their next conquest. These three brave souls felt an emotion no being 

of the Adrotopis had felt in millennium, hatred. Knowing they were 

outnumbered they sought to warn other of the Ulthar threat and find allies 

among the stars. It was Protona who spotted earth as the most likely source of 

aid. It’s people were aggressive and warlike, primitive but capable.  
 

They speed off racing ahead of the Ulthar towards Earth. Though they beat the 

Invasion they did not escape unharmed. Their ship damaged by Ulthar lasers 

crashed into the ocean just of the coast of Pulp City. Their the story of these 

brave travelers might have ended if not for the ever watchful eye of C.O.R.E. 

The alien energy signature of this falling object aroused C.O.R.E.’s curiosity.  

 

Electronin Level 12 
Damage: 16 
AP: 6 
Skills: E.T, Hatred (Ulthar), 
Neuro Dodger 
 
Assembling a body to investigate the crash C.O.R.E 

found the three alien life forms and rescued them. After 

much consultation with the Adrotopis ship computer 

C.O.R.E. confirmed all that the aliens told of the coming 

invasion. C.O.R.E. agreed to help them, and they to help 

defend the earth. After that it was a simple matter to 

create false identities for the trio. Much of their 

technology was lost or damaged during the crash they 

could all easily assume human appearance. Each 

member also retained some powers over the atoms they 

once called home. And so at C.O.R.E.’s suggestion they 

assumed the identity of teenagers, to better learn Earths 

ways. C.O.R.E. placed them in the Xavier Academy of Science and Arts, a 

private boarding school in Pulp City.  

 

Protona is the serious one. She is the most logical and the most stubborn of the 

three. She is the voice of reason and is always trying to get her brothers out of 

trouble. By day she goes by the name of Anna Adam, but when the Ulthar 

appear she is Protona leader of the Nuclear Atoms. Her brother, Neutronis, is 

goofy and reckless but kind at heart. Of the three he has embraced humanity 

the most. He loves earth food, and earth jokes immensely. He has a particular 

weakness for soda and is rarely found without a bottle of Purple Fizzy Pop 

close to hand. By day he goes by the name of Newt Adam. Electronin is the 

loner of the group. Mostly he avoids others because his control over his 

powers is lacking. He fears he will harm people who get to close to him. His 

passion on earth is skateboarding, and he spends most of his free time on his 

custom built board.  He is also looking for a thrill that can satisfy him, as he 
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ELECTRONIN ABILITIES 
 

Power Conversion (H vs. I/ AP 4)  

Electronin turns himself into pure electricity. Move Electronin Eight 
inches through any opposing model. Any models moved through 
must make an opposed roll. This does double damage against 
mechanical models. This is considered a run action. 
 
Chain Lighting (H vs. G/ AP 2) 

Electronin creates a chain whip of electricity. If this attack deals 3 or 
more damage the target takes minus one to agility. 
 
Polarity (PR / Range 6 / H vs. I/ AP 3) 

Electronin shocks his opponent then sends him flying. If this attack 
hits, slide the target 4 inches directly towards an ally. 
 
Storm Clouds (H vs. J/ AP 2) 

Electronin summons a tiny storm cloud that distracts his opponent 
with pelting rain and lighting. This action deals no damage. If he 
wins the opposed roll the target takes minus one to all opposed rolls 
due to distraction. 
 
Team Power: Eye of the storm 
Electronin is a living conduit for the earth’s storms. Any models 
within an inch of Electronin takes one point of damage during the 
Effects phase of each round. 
 
Hover Board  
Level 2    Exclusive Resource: Electronin 
While on his hover board Electronin gains Flight 2. 

PROTONA ABILITIES 
 

Gravity Decrease (PR / J/ Range 8 / AP 2) 

Protona decreases the gravity on one target granting them Flight 1 
or plus 1 until her next activation next round. 
 
Gravity Increase (PR / J vs. F/ Range 8 / AP 3) 

Protona increases the gravity on a specific target. This attack does 
additional damage equal to the Supreme’s current flight level. Target 
becomes Burdened until the end of the round. 
 
Confusion Field (AU 3/ J/ AP 4) 

Protona creates a field that confuses her opponents while giving 
allies clearer vision. Any enemies using ranged attacks must add 2 
inches to the range of any target inside the aura. Any allies using 
ranged attacks gain plus 2” of range when using ranged attacks 
inside the aura.  
 
Advanced Telepathy AP 2 J 

Protona melds her allies minds with hers using telepathy.  Anyone 
Protona has formed a telepathic link with this turn, heals 2 plus 
Protona’s rank of telepathy. 
 
Team Power: Steal Consciousness  
The angry thoughts of others are a distraction to Protona. If Protona 
or any of her team incapacitates an enemy supreme Protona 
increases her telepathy by one for the round. 
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find most human pursuits boring.  Deep down though Electronin cares for the 

people of earth and would do anything in his power to defend them. His alias 

is Alec Adam. 

 

When the Ulthar or other threats arise the Adams become the Nuclear Atoms. 

They dress as they assume the earthlings would want them to. This 

assumption is based mostly on Neutronis’ love of comic books. They also 

reveal their alien heritage hoping that others of their kind, trapped within the 

Ulthar Mother ships might see them and be inspired. While at first many in 

Pulp City found these spandex clad alien heroes a joke, the Nuclear Adams 

soon gained a following. They have an irrepressible spirit and a willingness to 

help others that shines through in all they do. They may be from another 

world but at heart they are young and very human. 
 

HHHH 

ENTRY 9 

PAPER, ROCK, SCISSORS 
 

PCSHS Erased! 

 

10/11: A 

SUPERNATURAL 

STORM of epic 

proportions has 

engulfed and erased 

Pulp City South's 

only high school 

today, and sparked 

mass panic of 

terrorist or other 

activities. At 

approximately 

9.05am this morning 

witnesses saw a 

green glow building 

in size and intensity 

within the school 

grounds. Reports are 

conflicting, but most 

indicate that it was 

emanating from the 

school's science 

wing. The light 

expanded to the edge 

of the school's property and then all trace of it and the school were gone, 

leaving bare earth and the basement classrooms' rocky foundations. Initial 

estimates put the death toll at nearly 1,500 people, many of whom were 

students attending their daily classes. Although the light seemed to be 

confined somehow to the school grounds, none of the students or staff left...  

 

 

Survivors Found 

 
10/12: A MIRACULOUS TALE of survival unfolded today as three survivors 

of yesterday's tragic incident were found. Interspersed with the grief of 

parents and the pain of siblings gathered in city hall, there were three families 

celebrating their good fortune. Three students of PCSHS were recovered from 

the patch of earth that used to be home to the Panthers, Pulp City South's 

famous girls' football team. Antony Edwards, 15, Samantha Baird, 16, and 

Sebastien Syza, 15 and an exchange student to our fair city from the Czech 

Republic, were each brought out, reportedly naked, from a former English 

classroom basement. 

Hopes remain high 

that others might have 

survived as well... 

 

Hopes Dry Up 

 

10/20: WITH NO 

FURTHER 

SURVIVORS 

forthcoming from the 

area of the former 

high school in Pulp 

City South, officials 

are pegging the 

official death toll from 

the tragedy at 1,483, 

with only the three 

survivors found so far. 

Families, however, are 

refusing to give up 

despite the burgeoning 

odds against them. 

There was a mild 

incident today as 

Supremes working 

with the PCSPD were called in to mediate and ultimately restrain one father 

who had lost his five boys at the school, as well as his wife, a long-serving 

and beloved PCSHS math teacher. In other news related to the incident, 

Antony Edwards, Samantha Baird and Sebastien Syza have made excellent 

recoveries and were released from hospital after an extended stay to aid police 

and forensic experts in ascertaining what occurred almost three weeks ago. So 

far no clues have been discovered and it is being treated as simply a terrible 

accident... 

 

 

The Conjunction 

 

The Conjunction are the survivors of the destruction of the Pulp City South 

High School, only some months ago. They come from very different 

backgrounds and would not have normally been friends or even acquaintances 

except for those unique 

circumstances. The only thread 

to tie them together from before 

the “accident” (as it has been 

called, although the Conjunction 

would beg to differ) was that 

they were members of the same 

English class, one that used a 

basement as its work area. 

 

The three students are Antony 

Edwards, a fifteen- year old 

computer nerd whose interest in 

the Heavy Metal Supreme team 

was unmatched, Samantha 

Baird, a tomboy and athlete who 

excelled at shotput, hammer 

throw, discus, weightlifting and 

wrestling and who was about to 

be selected for participation in 

the Olympic trials in Oklahoma 

City, and Seb Syza, a sixteen 

year old (having had a birthday 

since the accident) Czech 

exchange student and self-

confessed emo. Despite having 
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no memory of the time 

between the time they 

arrived at school that 

morning and their 

discovery the following 

day, all three are sure 

that there was 

malicious intent behind 

the accident, and are 

intent on finding out 

who was responsible, 

and why. After the 

hype surrounding the 

three students died 

down, each of them 

realised that something 

had changed within 

them... 

 

Antony became more 

acutely aware of his 

intellect and potential 

for brain activity. He 

began working on 

complex arithmetic and 

even noticed latent 

psychic abilities within himself. Exploring these abilities became an outlet for 

his frustration at the lack of progress in working out what happened at the 

school. He also found that he could exert influence over the various 'bots that 

were helping to rebuild the school. It was an exciting time. Sadly, the exertion 

related to the brain's boosted power has also had a damaging effect on 

Antony's already slight frame, both in terms of his overall health, but also with 

regards to sensitivity to bright light and loud noise (which isn't debilitating... 

yet). He's able to recuperate, but it's a psychically driven regeneration, rather 

than natural healing. 

 

Sebastien “Seb” Syza, despite the urging of his family in the Czech Republic, 

decided to stay on in Pulp City to finish out the year (having arrived only a 

month or two before the accident). His thoughts on the matter were similar to 

Samantha's: he believes that the incident at the school was an attack of some 

description. He, however, is less vocal about it, and is willing to hear other 

perspectives. Since the 

accident, his “dark 

side”, which links in 

closely with his self-

identification as an 

emo, has become more 

tangible, and Seb has 

found that by 

manipulating this 

darkness, he can 

physically disappear, 

or make it seem so. 

His discovery of this 

power resulted in a 

warning after entering 

a ladies bathroom “to 

study the female 

form.” The judge took 

pity on him and 

released him on the 

grounds that the 

accident was still 

affecting his mind. He 

has also taken to 

practicing sword play 

and marksmanship, his 

favourite weapons 

being the katana (“it's 

what ninjas use”) and a 

crossbow (for its 

stealth). 

 

Samantha found her 

normally great strength 

enhanced after the 

attack. It was she that 

first insisted that it was 

no mere accident, and 

as such she refuses to 

call it that. She found 

that she could throw a 

discus, hammer or 

shotput much further 

than before, and lift 

much greater weights. 

Her wrestling career 

could have taken off 

too, except that now 

she felt a much 

stronger pull towards 

protection and defence 

of her family, her 

neighbours, her city. Her first foray into the world of vigilantes and crime was 

successful and she decided to approach her classmates to see if they were 

interested in investigating  the disappearance of their school. 

HHHH 

ENTRY 10 

RIDING SCHOOL 
 

Trouble at the Riding School 

 

“The Riding School, you say? Huh. The Pulp City Riding School used to 

be a sleepy cluster of buildings on the very edge of the city, set back in 

those hills, surrounded like you can see by a broad swathe of light 

woodland. However, a lot has changed on that property in the last few 

months. Got a minute? Let me tell you about it. 

 

“It was run by a man named Magnus, a huge mountain of a man who'd 

been overseas for many years doing spy stuff for the Army and some 

other thing, I forget what it was now. I talked to him once about some 

mission he'd run in Greece. It was his last, he'd said. Dunno about that 

myself. Seems like the type to want to keep living on the edge to me. 

“Anyhoo, Magnus ran that place. Did it for a couple of years. But a 

couple of months back, something really weird went on in there. A boy 

by the name of Cane something pushed his horse too far and it stumbled, 

tearing a ligament or some such. He was heartbroken. Having too much 

brains and not enough sense, he tried to use science to turn back time, not 

literally, just speaking metaphorically, you know. He tried to use some 

chemical stuff to get the horses to like him, so he could ride them all 

again. Sounds to me like the Sci-Fi channels take on Saddle Club, but 

there you have it. 

 

“He failed miserably, of course. But he failed spectacularly! Smoke and 

goo and magic and the hefty weight of Mother Nature all dialled in and 

blending together to produce an absolutely spectacular... ah, thing! 
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“Centaurs! He created centaurs. About five or six of them at first, and 

then more as the chemical stuff he made did its thing. He became one, the 

three top riders in the school become centaurs too, all coloured the same 

as the horses they were riding when it happened. Stuff right out of Greek 

myth, I'm telling you. It was spectacular! 

 

“Poor old Magnus, though. He got beat with the ugly stick. He became 

the other way round, a man's body with the head of a horse. Weird, really. 

I haven't seen him since then, but I can imagine what he looks like. 

Basically he's their mentor now, looking after them, helping them out 

with training, exploring what being a Supreme means. It's kind of him, 

that's for sure. Or maybe it's just selfish – he can't stand being seen in 

public or something. I dunno. “The three riders I was telling you about, 

the top riders, they come down here for groceries every now and then. 

Dunno why though. Can't they just eat grass? Huh! 

 

“Sorry, little joke there, is all. Anyway, that's it in a nutshell. Ken, Tori 

and Roy are the, well, the leaders, I guess you'd say. Their families 

haven't disowned them or anything and so it's going well. Saw one, Ken it 

was, take a bullet the other day down-town. Didn't seem to phase him one 

bit. He just kept on going, took down the shooter and his buddie  and then 

left. It was great. The girl, Tori, she's got some mystical powers, wears a 

crown thingy that supposedly talks to her. Dunno about that, but she's a 

good kid. There's Roy too, well, Roy grew up here. His mamma died a 

few years back. Still, he's come out well, all told. Good with a bow, good 

with the animals, good with people. A bit of a joker too. You know, it's 

good to know this here bit of our city is going to be taken care of by the 

likes of them, that's for sure. 

 

“Now, was there anything else or...? No? Okay, well, that's, ah, nine 

sixty. Yep, I can take a ten. Thanks. Take care now, stranger.” 

 

Character Bios 

 

All members of the Riding School have changed in some form or other. 

The three top students (outlined below) have been the most affected, and 

as such work together for the protection of their school, their town and, 

when they have developed more fully, their city. They are committed to 

one another fully too, and will not leave each other to the mercy of 

seedier elements in the city. 

 

Ken 

Ken is considered the leader of the centaurs at the Pulp City Riding 

School, even at the young age of sixteen. He takes the responsibility of 

keeping the students there safe very seriously, and will do whatever is 

necessary to protect their interests. He is also keenly aware that he cannot 

operate alone, and so surrounds himself with people who can fill in his 

blindspots, namely Tori and Roy. 

 

Before the accident, he was Magnus' star pupil and as such brings 

considerable “mounted” skills to the table in a fight. His mare was a 

thoroughbred, too slow for racing but easily trained, and he's retained her 

characteristics in that way. He's taken to Magnus' military and tactical 

training too and is able to almost always create an opening for his team to 

exploit. He also has some of skills and abilities traditionally associated 

with centaurs – the ability to shrug off damage in battle, a stubborn nature 

and the skill to make great leaps over obstacles and enemies. He is a stern 

figure though, and others have found him difficult to approach, prefering 

to go either to Tori, who is wise, intelligent and welcoming, or Roy, 

whose happy-go-lucky nature is infectious. 

 

Ken's coat is a chestnut brown. 

 

Tori 

The second of the star pupils is Tori, just turned seventeen years old, who 

after the accident gained the ability to pierce the veil of the near future, as 

well as many other telepathic powers, which she is learning to harness 

and build upon. 

 

She was the kind of girl who took a holistic approach to learning to ride, 

learning about anatomy, physiology, equine psychology and all things 

related to horses. She learned to draw horses, and fervently wished to 

own her own horse or pony. (Her parents never acquiesced, though) The 

morning of the accident, she'd just been to see her Arabian mare, a 

beautiful horse by the name of Thunder. It was Thunder's colour that 

Tori's transformation adopted, and as such the two's coats are virtually 

indistinguishable. 

 

Many who knew her before the accident saw in her an empathy with 

others, horse and human alike, and these tendencies have also been 

amplified through Cane's actions, allowing her to psychically influence 

those around her (within reason, of course – she holds herself in check as 

to how far she will use her powers for her own ends, always prefering the 

greater good). The other transformation that has occurred has been the 

introduction of the Tiara of the Oracle, an ancient item from Magnus' 

personal collection. It was reputedly worn by the Greek oracle several 

millennia prior, and imparts a little of its wisdom to Tori's own. 

 

Roy 

The consummate joker and larrikin, Roy has been not long at the Riding 

School. He was also one of the youngest of the students to become a 

centaur, only fourteen. He has shown remarkable aptitude and 

adaptability since the accident, coming into his own as a marksman and 

hunter. 

From afar, and joined by his trusty hound Orion, he has been a great asset 

to the PCRS team. Magnus has been very much interested in Roy's 

development, teaching him the bow and giving him extra tuition in the 

skills of the hunter. To aid in this, Roy has refined a bow given to him by 

his late mother, a simple one-piece re-curve bow that has been imbued 

with ancient Greek lettering to increase its range and accuracy and that he 

has dubbed the Bow of the Hunter. In his hands, it becomes a powerful 

weapon. 

 

His powers have developed in that direction too, allowing him to shoot 

rapidly, to take advantage of his allies' actions and to pick out a leg or an 

arm behind cover. His speed has increased dramatically, and where it has 

taken Ken and Tori a while to become accustomed to their fourlegged 

forms, he has had no problem making the transition. 

 

This all, however, has not gone to his head, and Roy is still aware of his 

mortality. In fact, he will make a point of targeting and eliminating those 

that choose to target him, sometimes taking risks to do so. He is prone to 

joking in the most serious of situations, of making light of his 

circumstances, and talking incessantly about his last great shot. 

 

Roy's coat is black as midnight, just like the small stallion he once rode. 

HHHH 
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ENTRY 11 

THE CAPGRAS: DOPP, 

ELGAN & GERMAINE 
 

A tale is told in 

Pulp City. No 

one knows if it 

is true or false. 

Well, a  few do, 

but they won't 

tell. Usually 

because they 

know their 

death  will be 

swift if the 

information 

surfaces.  

 

Many years ago, 

some two 

hundred and 

fifty odd, give 

or take, three  

children lived 

under the loving 

care of their 

parents. They 

were French, 

with the 

surname Capgras, enjoying a somewhat comfortable lifestyle  in a 

large market town in rural France. Then disaster struck. The parents 

were washed away in a flash flood that would forever change the 

children. Their names were Elgan, Germaine and (supposedly) 

Dagobert (called “Dopp” for short .) Immediately, they were whisked 

from their home to a Parisian orphanage, the land they rightfully 

owned taken from them by greedy relatives.  

 

After enduring a year of the depravity that was a 17th century 

orphanage, the three siblings escaped the fortress, taking with them  

food enough for a week or so. After the week's end, hungry set in, 

and they became scavengers and petty thieves. With nearly half a  

million inhabitants, there was always someone to pickpocket, and 

they survived reasonably well until they spied the perfect target – an 

old Gypsy lady, hunched and cowled, leaning on a staff. She was 

alone, and Elgan thought he could here the jingle jangle of coin. Gold 

coin.  

 

Waiting for the opportune time proved no difficulty, and the three 

waifs fell upon the crone with relish, imagining already a hot meal 

and perhaps even a bed for the night.  

 

But it was not to be.  

 

The woman 

turned on them 

as they 

approached, 

saw into their 

souls, and 

revealing 

herself as the 

hag she truly 

was, cursed 

them in the 

language of the 

Gypsies:  

 

Three apart  

Soon eternal 

one  

Once and for all 

time  

One does start  

Form a-

merging, done  

Be it on the 

chime  

 

All of the children found themselves transfixed as the hag turned to 

ash and disappeared into the wind. Then a storm wrapped itself 

around them, the velocity of the gale lashing them, driving them 

together, forcing them to hold one another. Sparks began to fly, and 

then, with an almighty explosion of force and sound, everything was 

calm. The houses around them were flattened, but only a single figure 

remained in the centre of it all!  

 

Thus, the Capgras were born into the world anew, not three, but one. 

They share the same body, simply taking one of their previous forms. 

Elgan was the strongest of the three, and so takes responsibility most 

of the walking, fighting, fending, etc. Germaine was the smartest, and 

is lumped with planning and various other intellectual pursuits (like 

learning a new language or solving crosswords .)  

Dopp appears as an androgynous child of about nine years, and is 

adept at disappearing, only to reappear a few feet away. They share a 

singularly strong sense of self, and from this their amazing powers to 

influence the world around them comes. They are also amazing 

copycats, even to the point of mimicking other Supremes' powers.  

 

How they survived the chaos of the French revolution is a mystery. 

And the Great and Second World Wars. How they ended up in Pulp 

City  

two hundred and fifty years after their birth – still very much alive 

and still children– is also a mystery. But they have never stopped 

searching for that old Gypsy woman, or her descendants, intent it 

would seem to undo the act that was done that day.  

 

That is... if it's true.  

HHHH 
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ENTRY 12 

UFO ENTHUSIAST CLUB: 

ALYA, KENTA, AND JIROU 
Alya Level 1 
Damage: 6 
AP: 4 
Skills: Hatred (E.T.s), Powerful 
Rays, Weapon Master 
 

Alya stood defiantly before the large double-

doors.  Panicked students rushed out of the gym 

past her.  The skirt of her school uniform fluttered 

about her thighs as her classmates ran by her in 

terror.  Her expression was stoic and if she were 

frightened there was no hint of it in her steely 

gaze.  On her shoulder sat a miniature man, 

perhaps only eight inches tall.  He wore a silver 

jumpsuit and a large fish-bowl helmet.  His large 

eyes turned to look at Alya and he tugged on her earlobe. 

 

“It’s an Arachanophodian, I have no doubt!” said the miniature 

spaceman over the cries of the fleeing students. 

 

“Arachnophodian… Let me look that up.” 

 

To Alya’s right stood Jirou, her long time friend.  Short and skinny in 

his disheveled uniform, Jirou was the classic image of a high school 

nerd complete with the thick, oversized glasses.  Jirou punched 

several buttons on a large, wrist mounted device.  It was sleek and 

shiny like it were a souvenir from the future.  A bright flash of light 

erupted from the device and a holographic image of a spidery alien 

hung in the air. 

 

“Arachnophodians,” Jirou recited from the holographic readout, 

“come from the planet Arachnopollia, a matriarchal society ruled by 

a spider queen.” 

 

“Yeah, yeah, get to the part about how we squash it.” 

 

Standing to Alya’s left, Kenta stood, grinding one fist into the other.  

He was not dressed in a school uniform as his fellow classmates 

were.  Instead he wore shiny suit of space-age armor.  The armor was 

made of sleek plates and cleverly articulated joints.  It bore some 

similarity to the leather jumpsuits motorcycle racers wore but slightly 

more substantial and polished to a gleaming sparkle.  His faceless 

helmet gave a metallic tint to his voice. 

 

“Right, right, hold on,” responded Jirou.  “Ok, here it is.  

Arachnophodians are disoriented by bright lights and are fearful of 

fire.  Their hives and webs are extremely flammable.” 

 

“We burn it down, then.” said Kenta, “I'm down for that.” 

 

“Be mindful of collateral damage, Kenta!” said the little spaceman on 

Alya's shoulder. 

 

Alya shrugged off her backpack and reached inside, pulling out a 

spherical object.  The device had a small round aperture, like the 

navel of an orange, but was otherwise featureless. 

 

“Zaphod's right.  Give me an open shot and I'll take it down.” 

 

Together, all three of them (plus one miniature alien spaceman) burst 

through the double doors and into the gymnasium  The lights in the 

gym were out and the whole place was dark.  Alya held up the sphere 

in her hand and a bright pulse of light flared from the aperture, 

illuminating the ceiling. 

 

The ceiling was covered in a thick, fibrous web.  The whole thing 

shuddered in response to the sudden flare of light and a creature of 

inky blackness could be glimpsed skittering across the strands.  It 

gazed down, turning dozens of red, malevolent eyes at the trio.  Its 

mandible parted and instead of a roar, a gout of green noxious venom 

shot out at the teen heroes. 

 

Acting as a concerted group, each responded instantly. Kenta reached 

out and tore the gymnasium door right off its hinges like he were 

tearing a ticket stub in half.  In flash, he held the door out over Alya 

and Jirou and the gout of venom splashed against the metal door, 

instantly working its corrosive effect on it, dissolving it rapidly. 

 

Jirou punched a few quick taps on his wrist computer and a 

holographic projection illuminated the spider's web.  Glowing 

indicators hovered over the Arachnophodian, indicating potential 

points of weakness. 
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ALYA ABILITIES 
 

Zot: (PR/H vs. I/RNG8/AP1) Alya brandishes the Zot Device and 

unleashes a deadly ray of fire. 
 
Gather Energy: (AP2) Alya's Zot device becomes charged.  If Alya 
is defeated while the Zot Device is charged, she detonates with a 
(SBL3/2H vs. I) explosion and she disappears as if she had the 

skill “Leave No Trace.” 
 
Ryuzot!: (R/H+3vs. I/RNG10/AP3) The Zot device is capable of 

intensely powerful energy blasts.  Ryuzot may only be used if the 
Zot Device has been charged by the “Gather Energy” action.  After 
using Ryuzot, she gains the Burdened Condition until the end of the 
turn. 
 
Star Pupil: (2AP) This action can be used outside of Alya's normal 
activation.  Whenever Alya is targetted by an attack, she can spend 
2AP to use her “mind” in place of her “shield” or “agility.” 
 
Team Power: Alien Advisor 
Whenever Alya is defeated, she can choose to follow Zaphod, her 
alien mentor's advice, and duck.  Consider the attack that defeated 
Alya as having not occurred.  Place her within four inches of her 
current position. 
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Jirou Level 1 
Damage: 5 
AP: 4 
Skills: Hatred (E.T.s), Future 
Sight 
 
Alya, herself, directed by Zaphod sitting on her 

shoulder, reached out with the spherical device in 

her hand and conjured a brilliant laser blast.  The 

lance of fire pierced the hard carapace surrounding 

the alien's head, slaying it instantly.  The creature 

crumpled and fell from its web, landing in the 

middle of the gym like a meteor, splintering the 

basketball court's hardwood floor. 

 

Moving forward, Kenta considered the lifeless alien monster for a 

moment before turning his armored head back toward his 

companions. 

 

“Man, we had basketball tryouts, after school, today.” 

 

 

 Kenta Level 1 
Damage: 8 
AP: 4 
Skills: Hatred (E.T.s), Deflect, 
Ram 
 

Alya, Kenta, and Jirou are only three members of 

Pulp City Highschool's UFO enthusiast's club.  

After months of tracking an object through the 

night sky, the three students discovered a 

meteorite that had plunged to earth.  The object 

was no mere space rock, however, but a tiny alien 

ship. 

 

Zaphod had come from a distant planet to warn 

Earthlings of looming threat of the Ulthar.  Having attempted to 

communicate with global satellites in orbit, he was shot down by a 

NATO missile defense system. 

 

The only people he'd encountered that would believe his warnings, 

Zaphod empowered the three youngsters with fabulous alien 

technology.  To Alia he gave the adaptable Zeta Optic Transmission 

Device, otherwise known as the “Zot,” a powerful energy weapon.  

Jirou operates the Logistic Analysis Module, a powerful, compact 

computer.  And Kenta dons the impressive Power Assisted Armor 

Module. 

 

Together, with Zaphod to advise them, they combat the 

extraterrestrial threats that plague Pulp City.  Occasionally Zaphod 

helps them study for exams. 
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JIROU ABILITIES 
 

Analyze Trajectory: (AP2) Ray attacks produced by friendly models 
within two inches of Jirou count as being affected by the Damage 
Control 3 skill. 
 
Determine Weakness: (K vs. J/RNG8/AP2)  This attack deals no 

damage.  Instead, the next attack that deals damage to target of this 
attack counts as if it were affected by the Aftershocks 3 skill. 
 
Terrain Assesment: (AP2)  Jirou and friendly models in base to 
base with Jirou may substitute a “6” for their I until Jirou moves. 

 
Holographic Targeting: (AP2)  Select an enemy model within 8 
inches of Jirou.  If an attack against that model misses, Jirou may 
elect to spend 1AP to allow that attack to be rerolled.  Jirou may buy 
rerolls as long as he has AP remaining. 
 
Team Power: Dedicated Agenda   
If your opponent includes an E.T. Supreme in his team, your team 
may take an additional agenda beyond those allowed by the size of 
your team.  This agenda must be “We Must Eliminate This One” and 
it must target one of the E.T. Supremes in your opponent's team.  

KENTA ABILITIES 
 

Activate Rocket Boots: (AP3)  Place Kenta anywhere within six 
inches of his current location. 
 
Grapple* (F vs. G/1AP)  Targets that suffer three or more damage 

from this attack are knocked down.  Kenta may use this exclusive 
action in place of the free out of turn attack granted when an enemy 
attempts to move out of base to base with him. 
 
Alternate Mode: (AP2) Kenta changes his trump trait from F to G.  

This effect lasts until Kenta uses this power, again. 
 
Headbutt*:(F +2vs. G/2AP) The Headbutt is the king of all fighting 

moves and Kenta knows this.  Unfortunately his powered armor 
doesn't protect him from the side-effects of delivering a headbutt.  
Whether or not he successfully damages his enemy, Kenta is 
knocked down after performing this attack. 
 
Team Power:  Limitless Reserves  
Once per turn, Kenta may spend 2 AP to grant an ally within four 
inches an additional AP to use during that model's activation.  This 
AP can be spent at any point during the turn.  
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ENTRY 13 

DRAMA QUEEN, WATER 

WORKS & KIT-EH 
Teenage Mutants - Two girls and their robot cat sidekick have taken 

to the streets to fight crime. Drama Queen, the older of the two, 

charms and bedazzles opponents with her charm, only to turn 

deafening screams on them, rendering them helpless. Her sister, 

Waterworks, is a quiet and calculating child, happy to let her sister 

take the limelight, but once her ire is aroused, typhoon-like storms 

rack the area. KIT-EH, a robotic cat, was designed by their parents to 

keep an eye on them and help them out of trouble. Recently upgraded 

to a more 'aggressive' frame, KIT-EH prowls from the shadows, 

always keeping an eye out for trouble the inexperienced kids might 

miss. 
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